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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Princess Charlotte of Wales died at age twenty-one after giving birth to a stillborn 

son. Their tragic deaths marked the loss of two generations of future rulers. As a result, 

Charlotte’s death was heavily mourned throughout England. Princess Charlotte’s tomb 

monument consists of a strange amalgamation of different motifs. These range from an 

exposed breast, a clear reference to the Virgin Mary, a portrait-like quality, and shrouded 

figures. This thesis explores these motifs in an attempt to discern why they may have 

been used on this largely overlooked monument.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Princess Charlotte of Wales was born November 7, 1796 to Prince George of 

Wales and Caroline of Brunswick. The British public regarded her more favorably than 

her parents and even her grandfather, King George III.  Charlotte’s parents had married 

for political reasons and to help counter the public outcry over the prince’s scandalous 

financial and sexual indiscretions.1 Princess Charlotte’s birth was a welcome diversion to 

the populace who, perhaps naively, thought that the princess might reconcile her 

estranged parents.2 Initially, Caroline had access to her daughter, although she was not 

allowed any control over her daughter’s education or care. As Charlotte grew up, almost 

every aspect of her life was controlled by her father. Charlotte was denied a public (or 

private) establishment appropriate to her position. She was frequently banished from her 

father’s social functions, allowed only minimal contact with her mother, and denied 

association with her circle of friends and confidants.3 

In spite of the onerous supervision of her father, Charlotte’s determination to 

govern her own affairs was not diminished. In 1813-1815 her father and his advisors 

attempted to arrange her marriage to William, the Hereditary Prince of Orange. By all 

accounts Charlotte and William were fond of each other, but as Charlotte became 

increasingly convinced that the marriage was part of her father’s plan to get rid of her, 

she became defensive.4 Charlotte’s resistance to the marriage on the grounds that it would 

                                                 
     1. Stephen C. Behrendt, Royal Mourning and Regency Culture, (New York: St. Martin’s Press Inc, 

1997), 5. 

     2. Ibid., 6. 

    3. Ibid., 16.  

     4. Behrendt, 17.  
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take her away from her home country for part of the year sat well with the nationalistic 

sentiments of the English populace, who regarded the proposed marriage as an assault 

upon British liberty.5 Because of this resistance to her unpopular and overbearing father’s 

demands, Charlotte was viewed as impulsive and headstrong, but in a way that was seen 

as positive because it was against a perceived injustice.  

 After the engagement was broken, the Prince Regent and Charlotte agreed that 

she would marry the German Prince, Leopold of Saxe-Gotha. Compared to the 

dysfunctional marriage of the Prince Regent and Caroline, Charlotte’s marriage to 

Leopold was happy and affectionate. The visible public shows of connubial bliss 

represented the ideal relationship in the eyes of the public.6 However, after being married 

for little more than a year, Princess Charlotte died of undetected post-partum 

hemorrhaging caused by the birth of her stillborn son. The tragedy was heightened not 

only by the fact that Charlotte was only twenty-one, but also by the rumor that her death 

was the fault of her physician, who later committed suicide.7 Perhaps most importantly, 

the death of Charlotte and her child marked the end of the line of succession for the 

Prince of Wales.  

 By the time Charlotte died, the public had created a mythic image of her. 

According to Stephen Behrendt, “Just as there grew up in the decades following his death 

a mythic image of Byron… so did there arise a heroized, mythic image of Charlotte that 

was, like the Byronic hero, at once larger than life and still leveling in its inherent 
                                                 
     5. Behrendt, 18. 

     6.  Ibid., 124.  

     7. Nicholas B. Penny. "English Church Monuments to Women Who Died in Childbed Between 1780 

and 1835." Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 38 (1975): 314-32. JSTOR, 326.  
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mortality, its susceptibility to the same rigours and disasters that befall us all…”8 This, 

along with the fact that the future line of succession was put in jeopardy, accounts for the 

extreme level of mourning that occurred in the months following Charlotte’s death. These 

reasons also explain Charlotte’s large and incredibly expensive tomb monument (Figure 

1).  

After Charlotte’s death, the Duchess of York patronized a subscription originally 

intended only for the female population of Britain. After protests, the subscription was 

opened to the entire population, and eventually £12,346 19s. 6½d was raised. According 

to Nicholas Penny, there was talk of a temple “of the purest architecture” that would 

contain a statue of Charlotte made out of Parian marble with a surrounding monumental 

group that would be located in Kensington Gardens or Hyde Park.”9  However, it was 

decided that the monument should be placed in the Urswick Chantry of St. George’s 

Chapel at Windsor Castle, where it was unveiled in 1826, nearly ten years after 

Charlotte’s death. St. George’s Chapel was not a popular choice of location because it 

was not as accessible to the public, nor to those who had actually paid for the monument, 

as was Westminster Abbey or St. Paul’s Cathedral. However, both Westminster Abbey 

and St. Paul’s Cathedral were deemed too crowded to house Charlotte’s large monument.  

Matthew Cotes Wyatt was chosen as the artist because of his close personal 

connections with the royal family, but it is unclear when the decision was made and 

specifically by whom.10 Wyatt was known more as a decorative painter and stage 

                                                 
     8. Behrendt, 123.  

     9. Penny, 327-328.  

     10. Ibid., 328.  
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designer than a sculptor and had even painted ceilings for the royal family at Windsor 

Castle. However, Wyatt had no professional training as a sculptor. He was considered a 

master of theatrical effects and was known to have had extravagant taste.11  

Before delving into the intricacies of Princess Charlotte’s tomb monument, it is 

important to first trace the different types of tomb monuments to women starting in the 

Middle Ages up to the nineteenth century. What we will see is a change in emphasis from 

dynastic lineage to an emphasis on the family. Then by looking specifically at tomb 

monuments to women in England, we see the growing emphasis on the relationship 

between mother and child that changes from cool distance to warm embrace. Although it 

is unclear how much Matthew Cotes Wyatt was influenced by other tomb monuments, it 

is more than likely that he would have seen many tomb monuments before working on 

Princess Charlotte’s tomb monument. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
     11. Ibid., 329.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

TOMB MONUMENTS TO WOMEN FROM THE TWELFTH CENTURY TO THE 

NINETEENTH CENTURY 

 

When looking at tomb monuments to women from the Middle Ages, it seems that 

there is no clear tradition. This is largely because each tomb monument depends on the 

status and the individual taste of the person commissioning the monument as well as the 

country where it is located. From the sixteenth century to the nineteenth century, changes 

were made in the depiction of families on tomb monuments. The relationship between 

husbands and wives, and later, the relationship between mothers and children are more 

profound because they correlate with the Reformation as well as changes in family 

dynamics. The change from the open medieval family concerned with kin and lineage to 

the closed and more intimate nuclear family could account for the increase in monument 

specifically to women and babies who died in childbirth.  

 

Medieval Monuments to Women 

Some of the earliest tomb monuments dedicated to women belonged to the 

Capetian Queens in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in France. Adelaide of Maurienne 

(1092-1154), a Capetian queen who was by many accounts a powerful woman, aided her 

husband, Louis VI, with affairs of the kingdom, figuring in forty-five of his charters.12 In 

addition, she also managed her own dower lands and was the patron of religious 

institutions. When Louis VI died, Adelaide did not retire to a monastery as was the 

                                                 
     12. Kathleen Nolan, Capetian Women (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 48.  
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tradition for widows at the time, but rather married Lord Matthieu I of Montmorency.  

After she parted from this second husband, Adelaide entered the monastic community at 

Saint-Pierre-de Montmartre, which she had founded with Louis VI in 1134. It appears 

that Adelaide took holy orders before she eventually died and was buried at the 

monastery. At the time, Saint-Pierre-de Montmartre was one of the most sacred Christian 

sites in Paris. 

 During this time, French queens were not typically buried at Saint Denis with 

their husbands. All of the Capetian kings buried at Saint Denis up until Philip Augustus 

were buried in graves marked by simple inscriptions at most.13 There is no evidence as to 

whether or not this absence was voluntary, but it did allow women to have more 

individualized and elaborate tomb monuments. Thus royal women in France received the 

earliest recumbent effigy tombs.14 Adelaide’s tomb monument (Figure 2) consists of a 

limestone slab with raised areas that show the outline of a crowned female figure. The 

recessed areas would have originally been set with multicolored stones in mortar, like a 

large-scale mosaic. Holes in the tomb slab could indicate that there may have been an 

overlay of metal pieces supplying features of the face and hands as well as ornaments.15 

There are no references to Adelaide’s husbands or children. Instead, the monument 

focuses solely on Adelaide as Queen of France.  

But perhaps the most important aspect of Adelaide’s story is that she may well 

have commissioned the tomb monument herself after entering the community at 

                                                 
     13. Nolan, 49.  

     14. Ibid., 49  

     15. Ibid., 51.  
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Montmartre. According to Kathleen Nolan, “Adelaide’s awareness of her own 

Carolingian identity, as well as her sense of reginal authority, may have led her to 

commission for a living monarch what thus far in France had been chiefly associated with 

venerable predecessors.”16  The tomb itself was likely meant to be a reminder for the 

nuns to pray for Adelaide’s soul.17 Perhaps more obviously, the placement of the tomb 

monument in Saint-Pierre-de Montmartre relates to the fact that Adelaide was one of the 

founders of the monastery.  

Another important monument is that of Mary of Burgundy (1457-1482) (Figures 

3-7). Although she died in 1482, her tomb monument was completed in the late sixteenth 

century. The monument itself consists of a recumbent gilt-bronze effigy on top of a 

rectangular slab of black stone. Mary is shown wearing a crown with her head resting on 

a pillow, while her hands are together in prayer. On the long sides of the monument, there 

are gilt-bronze family trees consisting of branches that connect the shields of her 

ancestors. On the short side at the head is a large shield with Mary’s coat of arms, along 

with a scroll that identifies her name and the names of her parents. The family tree 

imagery takes the place of the traditional figures of family mourners that usually flanked 

the effigy.  

During the Middle Ages, Burgundian dukes were fascinated by their factual and 

fictive lineage. This fascination also accounts for the numerous images of the Tree of 

Jesse in which Jesus’ lineage is traced back to David through the Virgin Mary. Mary of 

                                                 
      16. Ibid., 55.  

      17. Kathleen Nolan, Queens in Silver and Stone: The Creation of a Visual Imagery of Queenship in 

Capetian France (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 56.  
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Burgundy’s tomb had a similar function because as the sole heir to the Burgundian 

patrimony, she was the bridge between the Valois and Hapsburg houses.18 Therefore, the 

shields on the family tree are extremely important for Mary’s heirs because, according to 

Roberts, they “defined her familial ties to the Valois line, assert her right to succeed to 

the territories amassed by her Burgundian forbearers, and legitimize her right to transmit 

them to her Hapsburg offspring.”19 The genealogies on Mary’s tomb represent her 

ancestry to an unprecedented degree, as shields and heraldry were mainly used to denote 

the individual or the lands they ruled.20  

Specifically in England in the thirteenth to fourteenth centuries, women were 

shown with or close to their husbands on tomb monuments. There was little concern for 

individual resemblance as rank, wealth, and dynasty took precedence.21 Additionally, it 

does not appear that the iconography of the traditional English couple changed from the 

Middle Ages to the 1600s, though the materials and sophistication of the carving varied.22 

Couples were usually shown recumbent, side-by-side, and awake, with their hands 

together in prayer or on occasion holding each other’s hands. The tomb monument of 

Ralph Neville and his wife (Figures 8-9) depicts this motif of pious detachment, while the 

tomb monument of Ralph Greene and his wife Katherine (Figures 10-11) depicts the 

                                                 
     18. Anne Roberts, “The Chronology and Poilitical Significance of the Tomb of Mary of Burgundy,” The 

Art Bulletin 71 (1989): 376-400. 390-391.  

     19. Ibid., 395. 

     20. Ibid., 393.  

     21. Catherine Belsey, Shakespeare and the Loss of Eden, (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 

1999), 90. 

     22. Belsey, 91.  
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motif of clasped hands. The clasped hands likely have more to do with the marital 

contract, property, and dynasty than romance.23 

The woman was more often than not seen as subordinate to her husband because 

she was typically not identified by her maiden name. Instead, the woman would have 

been identified by her first name and then wife of….24 Additionally, the woman’s 

heraldry would have been subordinate to her husband’s.  This comes out of a long 

tradition in heraldry that privileged a wife’s adopted family over her own.25 However, in 

cases in which the wife came from a more important family, the woman’s lineage was 

given more precedence. By the fifteenth century, the appropriation of the higher-born 

woman’s identity became a familiar device by which a lower-born man could raise his 

status.26 

Before the fourteenth century, women were usually shown wearing simple 

clothing, but as the tomb monument became an important site of status there was greater 

emphasis on the representation of elaborate costumes. In a sense, the ornate costume of 

the woman was akin to the man’s armor because both proclaimed that they were of the 

upper class. This can be seen especially on the tomb monument of Ralph and Katherine 

Greene.   

It is important to note that although marriages during this time have been 

considered mostly loveless because of the tradition of arranged marriages, this is not 

                                                 
     23. Ibid., 92.  

     24. Nigel Saul, English Church Monuments in the Middle Ages (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2009), 293.  

     25. Ibid., 294.  

     26. Saul, 293.  
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necessarily true. In the twelfth century, theologians believed that love must lie at the heart 

of marriage and that human and divine love were conceptually inseparable.27 An example 

of this attitude can be seen on the tomb monument of Richard II and Anne of Bohemia, 

who in life were known to have a loving relationship. On the monument itself, both 

figures are shown with the typical royal regalia, but they were shown holding hands, 

though both the arms of Richard and Anne have since been broken off. Interestingly, 

there is evidence that Richard II himself specifically requested this pose.28 

These five monuments show the different ways in which women were portrayed 

on their tomb monuments. Whether a woman could commission her own tomb 

monument depended greatly on status, which led to a higher level of independence, at 

least in the case of Adelaide of Maurienne. However, it was more common for married 

women to have their monuments commissioned by their husbands. 

 

Early Atypical Examples of Monuments to Women 

Still, there are other monuments from the earlier Middle Ages that do not 

necessarily fit in with traditional tomb effigies. One such example is the monument of a 

woman named Constancia and her son John that dates loosely from the thirteenth century 

and is located at St. Leonard’s church in Derbyshire (Figure 12). This monument is 

atypical because it shows a woman holding her son in a way that recalls standing poses of 

the Virgin and Child. The depiction of the child is also akin to that of the Christ child 

                                                 
      27. Ibid., 304.  

      28. Ibid. 
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because he wears a typical long robe and touches his mother’s chin, which is a 

characteristic pose found in thirteenth century depictions of the Virgin and Child.29 

Another example is that of two Countesses von Weilnau and a child dating 

probably from the late 1360s and located in Hessen, Germany (Figure 13). The tomb 

effigy depicts two women and a small child. The one on the left holds the hand of a small 

child located in the middle of the effigy, while the woman on the right folds her hands 

together in prayer. The origins of this pose may lie in the motif of the Infantia Christi, in 

which the Virgin Mary is depicted hand in hand with the Christ child who is dressed in a 

robe and sometimes carrying a basket and a rose branch.30 This motif was particularly 

popular on the Continent of Europe in the German-speaking regions.31  

Another similar monument is a double effigy commemorating Agnes von 

Dienheim, who died in 1518 (Figure 14). Agnes is shown bending over to reach a naked 

male infant, who reaches up towards her. Agnes was probably born in 1489 and therefore 

was still young enough at the time of her death to bear children.32 This could mean that 

Agnes died in childbirth, which would account for the inclusion of the male child in the 

effigy. The tenderness between the mother and child on Agnes’s effigy is uncharacteristic 

of sixteenth century funeral effigies and may be derived from the motif of the Infantia 

Christi.  

                                                 
     29. Sophie Oosterwijk, “Madonnas, Mothers, Mites, and the Macabre,” Journal of the Church 

Monuments Society 18 (2003): 12.  

     30. Ibid., 14.  

     31. Ibid.  

     32. Ibid.,16.  
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Another atypical example is that of Doña Blanca of Navarre, who likely died in 

childbirth in 1156. Her tomb monument consists of a sarcophagus with carvings on all 

sides except for the short ends, where it was cut to fit into a niche (Figures 15-18). It was 

typical of aristocrats in the Peninsula to use Late Antique sarcophagi as models for their 

tomb monuments because they lent an aura of antiquity, dynastic continuity, and 

legitimacy to the political position of the person being commemorated.33 Perhaps the 

most interesting and progressive aspect of the sarcophagus is the depiction of Blanca on 

her deathbed with her soul portrayed as a newborn baby lifted up by angels. Mourning 

members of the royal court can be seen on either side of the deathbed scene.  On the 

upper register, Christ in Majesty is shown flanked by the symbols of the Four Evangelists 

and the Apostles, while on the other side on the lower register there are three scenes 

going from left to right: the Adoration of the Magi, the Judgment of Solomon and the 

Massacre of the Innocents.34  

These three scenes, which are all biblical stories specifically related to women, 

depict an appreciation of the sacrifice involved in motherhood as well as the protective 

role a mother should assume.35 The inclusion of the Adoration of the Magi is appropriate 

to Doña Blanca’s royal status and could serve as an affirmation of the faith and social 

status of the royal family.36  Furthermore, the scene could allude to that fact that if Doña 

Blanca had lived, she might have been a part of a similar scene in which she presented 

                                                 
     33. Elizabeth Valdez del Alamo. “Lament for a Lost Queen: The Sarcophagus of Doña Blanca in 

Nájera.” The Art Bulletin 78 (1996): 314.  

     34. Ibid., 314.  

     35. Ibid., 325.  

     36. Ibid., 326.  
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her child to the court. The scenes of the Judgment of Solomon and the Massacre of the 

Innocents refer both to the role the mother must play as well as the sacrifices and risks 

related to becoming a mother. Additionally, the loss of children in the Massacre of the 

Innocents relates to the Virgin’s loss of Christ. Since King Herod is not included in the 

depiction of the Massacre of the Innocents, the focus is on the loss of the children and the 

mourning mothers, which in turn alludes to the mourning members of the court. 

Additionally, the scene could suggest that Blanca’s death was also a sacrifice, which in 

this sense would imply that mother and martyr are one and the same.37   

Blanca’s identity and family ties are made clear because she and her husband as 

well as other members of the court were identified on the inscription below their feet; 

hers is still legible and reads “Regina Doña Blanca.”38 Her husband, Sancho III, is shown 

with other male mourners and can be identified by his crown and the fact that he is 

swooning and has to be supported by his courtiers. This clear display of grief comes from 

the Spanish custom of “making lament.”39  There are many examples of men lamenting 

in both biblical and classical literature in which a hero laments the loss of another hero. 

This model for male behavior was still current in the twelfth century, and therefore it 

could be said that the image of Sancho lamenting his wife raises her to the level of a 

legendary warrior or king.40  

Also of great importance is the connection between birth, death and rebirth seen 

specifically in the deathbed scene. The soul raised up in the form of a newborn with 
                                                 
     37. Ibid., 327.  

    38. Ibid., 317.  

    39. Ibid.  

    40. Ibid., 321.  
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Blanca lying-in could easily suggest a birth scene. According to Valdez del Alamo, “The 

newborn is being displayed for approval to the spectator: the angel on the right and the 

eidolon [baby] look directly at us, engaging us in the earthly drama of childbirth and 

death.”41 The inclusion of the female-oriented biblical stories on the opposite side of the 

sarcophagus also speaks to the emotional pain and sacrifice related to motherhood.42 

Additionally, the composition of the deathbed scene with the mourners on either side 

mirrors images of the Dormition of the Virgin. This analogy of female triumph over 

death seems to affirm the king’s belief in the Christian doctrine of resurrection.43  

Doña Blanca’s tomb is also important because it foreshadows the monuments to 

women who died in childbirth, which became common during the sixteenth century in 

England. Blanca’s tomb also seems to express a similar level of grief as Princess 

Charlotte’s tomb monument.  

 

Monuments to Women Who Died in Childbirth in England 

 The majority of monuments to women who died in childbirth are located in 

England. According to Nicholas Penny, funerary church monuments are a peculiarly 

British art form.44 Possible reasons for this include the fact that church monuments are 

particularly abundant in village churches near great country houses, and these churches 

were perhaps more often important in the life of the landed nobility in England than was 

                                                 
    41. Ibid., 322.  

    42. Ibid., 326.  

     43. Ibid, 322.  

     44. Penny, Church Monuments, 1.  
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the case on the continent.45 Funerary church monuments are also abundant in town 

churches and cathedrals, and it may have been the case that the social status of the 

wealthy merchants in England was far greater than it was abroad. Additionally, church 

burial was more common in England up until the second half of the nineteenth century, 

when attempts to limit or prohibit burial in church vaults arose.46 The abundance of 

monuments to women who died in childbirth is unsurprising then if the vast number of 

church monuments in general is considered.  

New Emotionalism47  

Before the seventeenth century, people lived in what has been termed the open 

lineage family. Within this structure, family members were mainly concerned with past 

lineage associations, political patronage, extension of lineage connections, and property 

preservation and accumulation.48 Because of this, marriages were usually arranged by the 

patriarch of the family with little or no regard for personal preferences of the bride and 

groom. Husbands and wives usually had a distant relationship, stemming in part from the 

fact that both would have had separate bedrooms with separate servants. Lawrence Stone 

posits that high mortality rates made close emotional relationships imprudent, while 

belief in the immortality of the soul and the prospect of salvation lessened the grief that 

might be caused by the loss of a child or spouse.49  These high mortality rates also 

                                                 
     45. Ibid.  

     46. Ibid. 

     47. This section only concerns the wealthier classes in England. 

     48. Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage in England 1500-1800  (New York: Harper and 

Row, 1979), 70.  

     49. Ibid., 88.  
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lowered the companionship element of relationships and increased the need for 

reproduction.50 After birth, infants were sent out to wet nurses for twelve to eighteen 

months. The use of the wet nurse in the dangerous early months of infancy made the high 

mortality rate easier to bear for the parents.51  

Philippe Ariès took a similarly harsh outlook regarding the treatment of children 

of the Middle Ages in his Centuries of Childhood when he stated that “there was no place 

for childhood in the medieval world” and that “…right up to the end of the thirteenth 

century, there are no children characterized by a special expression but only men on a 

reduced scale.” However, Ilene Forsyth has demonstrated that there were in fact realistic 

depictions of children as well as intimate depictions of the family.52 The views of both 

Stone and Ariès are both subject to debate and certainly did not hold true for every 

medieval family. 

Around the turn of the seventeenth century in England there was a change from 

this open lineage family that was based around kin and lineage to the closed, conjugal 

family.53 The changing focus on the nuclear family came about in part due to the 

Reformation.  Previously, medieval Catholic churchmen stressed chastity as the perfect 

state and only tolerated marriage, but for Anglican and Puritan preachers, holy 

matrimony was not only the desired condition of life, but also an important vehicle to 

                                                 
     50. Ibid., 81.  

     51. Ibid., 83.  

     52. Ilene Forsyth, “Children in Early Medieval Art: Ninth Through Twelfth Centuries,” History of 

Childhood Quarterly 4 (1976): 31-70.  

     53. Judith W. Hurtig, "Death in Childbirth: Seventeenth-Century English Tombs and Their Place in 

Contemporary Thought," The Art Bulletin 65 (1983): 614.  
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salvation.54 Attendance at Sunday mass was still considered an obligation, but devotional 

piety shifted from the church to the daily prayers held by individual families at home. In 

particularly pious households, the husband and wife would exchange their confessions of 

sin instead of seeking out a priest.  

According to Stone, there was a growth of individualism in the seventeenth 

century that also led to more emotional relationships. This growth consisted of a growing 

introspection and interest in the individual, a demand for personal autonomy and respect 

for the individual’s right to privacy and self-expression.55 Because of the increased 

importance placed on individualism, there was a reorientation of culture towards the 

pursuit of pleasure in this world rather than postponement of gratification until the 

afterlife.56 With this new value placed on individual happiness, marriage became a source 

of personal pleasure, both emotional and sexual.57 Autobiographies, diary-keeping, and 

love letters also became predominant as a result of this growing individualism. In the late 

seventeenth century the autobiography became more secular in nature and functioned 

more as a record of personal emotions than of external events or religious experiences.58 

It is also noteworthy that the late eighteenth century saw the full development of the 

romance novel in which the central themes included the struggle of love and personal 

autonomy against family interest and parental control.59  

                                                 
     54. Ibid., 614.  

     55. Stone, 151.  

     56. Ibid., 159.  

     57. Ibid., 165.  

     58. Ibid., 155.  

     59. Ibid., 156. 
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It is not surprising that the tomb monuments of the seventeenth century became 

more intimate and family-oriented.  With this emergence of closer family units we begin 

to see increased representations of women and babies who died in childbirth. During this 

time children were prized for a variety of reasons. According to Nigel Llewellyn, 

children were signs of a blessing from God, they assured that the family line would 

continue, and they confirmed a woman’s social status.60 On the other hand, some women 

saw their submission to the reproductive life as a reflection of Eve’s curse as well as their 

own willingness to obey God’s command to humankind to be fruitful and multiply.61 

Additionally, many women saw themselves as sacrificial offerings or martyrs as well as 

partners with God in the creation of human life.62  Despite an improving knowledge of 

obstetrics, there was an increase in maternal mortality rates in the 1650s, especially in 

London, which abated only in the early decades of the eighteenth century with the 

gradual improvement in the circulation of technical knowledge.63  

The tomb monument of Anne and Alexander Denton (Figures 19-21) is important 

because it bridges the gap between the typical medieval tomb and the more modern, 

intimate tomb. The tomb was erected after Anne’s death in 1566 at age eighteen. Her 

young age and the fact that a swaddled baby is included on the monument suggests that 

Anne died in childbirth. However, unlike later monuments, the mother does not hold the 

                                                 
     60. Nigel Llewellyn, Funeral Monuments in Post-Reformation England  (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2000), 287.  

     61. Louis Schwartz, Milton and Maternal Mortality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 

18.  

      62. Ibid., 18.  

     63. Ibid., 19-20.  
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child, but rather it is portrayed near the bottom of the tomb next to Anne’s legs. 

Additionally, the figures are recumbent and dressed in a way that emphasizes their status 

as a knight and lady, while heraldic shields decorate the base of the tomb. It is the 

inclusion of the child that brings this monument into the modern period because it places 

importance on the woman by denoting how she died. 

A later monument that retains some medieval qualities but focuses largely on the 

intimacy of the mother and child relationship is that of Elizabeth Coke and her husband, 

Arthur (Figures 22-24). The monument was begun before Arthur’s death in 1629 and was 

finished in 1634. Elizabeth is shown in a semi-recumbent pose holding her swaddled 

baby, which suggests that both died as a result of childbirth. There is no suggestion that 

Elizabeth is dead or sleeping, and her eyes are open. Rather, it seems as though Elizabeth 

is in bed because she wears a nightgown and veil over her loose-flowing hair. Above 

Elizabeth, Arthur kneels in profile inside a niche. Surrounding the niche are eight 

heraldic shields representing the arms of both Elizabeth and Arthur. Since it was Arthur 

who commissioned the monument, it seems he wanted to be portrayed according to his 

status. He is dressed as a knight and is surrounded by his coats of arms. However, this 

medieval style is not used in the depiction of Elizabeth. This could mean that he wanted 

to be shown according to his status, but wanted his wife to be shown in a more intimate 

manner that also denoted how she died. It is also interesting that he is not shown with her 

on the bed as was typical even in later periods, which could show that he wanted to make 

it clear that she died before him.  

The tomb monument of William, Giles, and Catherine Savage, erected around 

1631, illustrates both the intimate relationship between mother and child as well as the 
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bonds within nuclear families (Figures 25-27). Catherine and her husband are again 

shown in the recumbent pose, with Catherine holding her swaddled baby across her 

abdomen. Unlike Elizabeth Coke, Catherine wears a more elaborate garment, suggesting 

an interest in depicting the wealth and status of the family. Additionally, there are two 

coats of arms that are placed on the walls behind and to the side of the monument. 

However, in addition to the husband and wife depicted lying next to each other, the 

couple’s four surviving sons kneel at their feet in prayer; the oldest boy places his hand 

over his heart. The children are not particularly realistic as they are shown as small 

adults, as was typical of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The inclusion of the 

surviving children emphasizes the rupture of the family unit caused by death as well as 

the new function of the tomb as a place for the surviving family to grieve.64 

Elizabeth Williams’s tomb represents a different type because she is not shown 

with her husband (Figures 28-29). Instead, Elizabeth is shown awake and facing the 

viewer, with one arm supporting her head. She does not hold her swaddled baby; instead, 

it rests in front of her as she holds what is likely a bible or prayer book in her left hand. 

Elizabeth wears more modest clothing than Catherine Savage and does not wear a 

nightgown like Elizabeth Coke. Perhaps she is not shown with her husband because she 

died very young at age seventeen. It is possible that husband remarried and was depicted 

on a monument with a different wife. 

Another monument in which the husband is absent is that of Lady Margaret Legh 

(1605) (Figure 30). Margaret is portrayed with her left hand on her chest, seated in a 

shallow niche holding one of her swaddled babies, while the other baby is placed upright 

                                                 
     64. Hurtig, “Death in Childbirth”, 610.  
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and to her left. An hourglass representing the transience of life is placed to Margaret’s 

right. The hourglass was a common element included in monuments during the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries and reminded the viewer of the need to contemplate his or her 

own mortality.65 This particular monument is interesting because the deceased is dressed 

very elaborately and is not reclining on a bed. Since this monument comes from a slightly 

earlier period, it could be said that Margaret is shown in an elaborate costume instead of a 

nightgown like Elizabeth Coke because her status as a lady was important to whoever 

commissioned the monument.  

In addition to tomb monuments, evidence for the change in family dynamics is 

also apparent in painting. One such painting, Sir Thomas Aston at the Deathbed of his 

Wife (1635), by John Souch (Figure 31), illustrates the theme of the ruptured family as a 

result of death. The woman’s husband and son are shown on the left side of the painting 

holding a wooden cross. The husband places his hand on a skull that is on top of a cradle 

draped in black velvet. Inscribed on the parchment below the skull are the words “Qui 

spem Carne seminat / Metet ossa” (“He who sows hope in flesh reaps bones”), which 

adds to the sense of memento mori in the painting.66  To the right the woman is shown 

dead on her deathbed and then alive and looking out to the viewer at the foot of the bed. 

The father and son do not appear to be actively mourning because they look out towards 

the viewer, but according to Hurtig, “…their presence suggests that, though death is but a 

                                                 
     65. Peter Sherlock, Monuments and Memory in Early Modern England  (Hampshire: Ashgate 
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peaceful sleep before the triumph of resurrection, it still involves a rupture and those left 

behind, the living, mourn their loss.”67  

  

Romanticism in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries  

 During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, medical knowledge increased and 

thus led to a lower mortality rate in childbirth among the upper class. Therefore, a death 

in childbirth was common enough to be a matter of anxiety, but also rare enough to be 

tragic.68 Additionally, there was a glamorization of maternity in the period of the 

eighteenth century in which maternal instinct was seen as a natural component of the 

female character.69 Instead of sending the child off to be breastfed by a wet nurse, women 

began to suckle their own children. Breastfeeding came to be seen as a fashionable and 

satisfying task that would benefit the child and the maternal relationship.70 There already 

was a pronounced emphasis on the procreative role of women in which the good woman 

was associated with the good mother, but this glamorization seems to have added to the 

new idealization of maternal duties.71  

 Regarding tomb monuments of the period, women were idealized to a point where 

their individual identity, like that of the angels they were often portrayed with, became 
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less important.72 Tomb monuments to men were hyper-individualized, and men were 

usually in a standing position contemplating their own importance and achievements.  

While medallion portraits in tomb monuments of both men and women were hoisted up 

to heaven, it is only women who are shown as souls ascending to heaven.73  According to 

Nicholas Penny, 

Society permitted women, or at least Ladies to ascend to Heaven on monuments…It was 
part of a practice, declining now but still very evident,  
which is best described as a form of ‘chivalry’, and through which women  
are compensated for the lack of freedom and strictly prescribed roles which derive from 
the importance of motherhood…thus women who are barred 
from most forms of earthly privilege (including the privilege of becoming priests) are 
granted great prospects of heavenly crowns.74 

 

In a historical context, the depiction of the soul rising directly to heaven comes from the 

abolition of purgatory during the Reformation. Protestants believed that the way to 

heaven was by faith and scripture alone, and therefore purgatory was unnecessary 

because the soul would go to heaven or hell depending on the life they lived instead of 

waiting for judgment in purgatory. However, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century tomb 

monuments that depict deceased women as souls rising up to heaven seem more secular 

and allegorical than religious. Angels were likely included for their aesthetic value and 

did not necessarily reference the salvation of the deceased.  

 The tomb monument to Sarah Morely (1784) displays a burgeoning interest in the 

depiction of the soul as rising to heaven (Figures 32-35). The monument consists of a 

plaque mounted on a wall that portrays a female figure rising up from the sea with her 
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child in her arms and the words ‘The Sea Shall Give Up the Dead’ inscribed into the 

Gothic arch. One angel holds the figure’s hand while the other two beckon her up to 

heaven. Even the figure of the baby seems to reach up towards heaven. The movement 

from low to high relief seems to suggest an earthly and heavenly realm.  

On either side of the inscription below the relief are two roundels, the one on the 

left depicting a pelican feeding its babies and the one on the right depicting a dove 

somberly looking over a deceased dove. The use of the pelican comes from an ancient 

legend that tells of a mother pelican that wounded itself in order to feed its babies in a 

time of famine. A slightly different version of the story says that the mother pelican 

wounded herself in order to revive her dead babies, which killed her in the end.75 

Therefore, the pelican came to represent self-sacrifice and thus the sacrifice of Christ for 

mankind. Similar pelican imagery appears on the reverse of a fifteenth-century portrait 

commemorating Battista Sforza (Figure 36). Battista is shown on a chariot with the 

allegorical figures of Faith and Charity, the latter accompanied by a pelican. The pelican 

could refer to her maternal self-sacrifice and could also allude to the myth that she 

sacrificed her own life for her son (even though she died of pneumonia and not in 

childbirth).76 The roundels on the Morley monument could thus be considered emblems 

of her self-sacrifice related to motherhood as well as the relationship between husband 

and wife represented by the two doves.  
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In eighteenth-century England there had been few explicit representations of 

resurrection of the soul. The monuments that did depict this showed the deceased 

struggling out of the tomb and not soaring to heaven as is apparent in the Morley 

monument.77 The fact that Sarah Morley died in childbirth while on a voyage from 

Bombay to England could account for this type of representation. Penny states that, “No 

doubt the theme of the body's resurrection had a particular appeal for relatives of those 

whose bodies had been disposed of far from the security of family vaults.”78 The three 

angels in the monument could represent guardian angels. Originally guardian angels were 

part of a Counter Reformation cult, which was regarded with hatred up until the 

eighteenth century.79 The Swedenborgians, to which the artist of Sarah Morley’s 

monument belonged, revived the cult of guardian angels, which seems to have gradually 

been accepted because the idea was interpreted in a Romantic way rather than 

dogmatically as it had been when it was a Counter Reformation cult.80  

A particularly strange monument in that it includes a clear allusion to death and 

does not include a child is that of Joseph Gascoigne Nightingale and his wife, Lady 

Elizabeth Nightingale (Figures 37-38). The monument was created by L. F. Roubiliac 

and was finished in 1759, twenty-eight years after the death of Lady Elizabeth. On the 

monument, Mr. Nightingale is shown dramatically protecting his wife from a spear-

wielding skeleton that comes out of the doors of the tomb. The figure of the skeleton and 

the spear represents the dart of Death, a common metaphor from early modern times that 
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represented the severed link between the body and the soul.81 Mrs. Nightingale is shown 

very close to death as she looks up towards her husband and delicately holds on to him. 

The use of the skeleton goes back to older medieval tomb monuments on which the 

deceased was depicted as a corpse or a skeleton, which served as a memento mori to 

those viewing the monument. The strangeness of the monument could be a result of the 

unusual death of Lady Elizabeth, who died after a violent lightening strike caused her to 

miscarry.82 

 The tomb monument of Maria Howard, finished in 1803 (Figures 38-40), is 

especially important because it includes an allegory of Religion or Faith and shows a 

dramatic representation of a dead infant. The figure of Religion appears as a hooded 

woman leaning over Maria while gesturing up towards heaven. Both figures are idealized 

and wear simple, classical garments. Maria is portrayed awake and not on a bed like 

many of the other monuments discussed. It appears as though she is close to death as the 

allegorical figure supports the back of her head. According to Penny, “allegory is used 

not in the interest of hyperbolic tribute to an individual… but in order to amplify the 

meaning of a simple narrative of a Christian woman dying in childbed supported by her 

Religion.”83 The positioning of the clearly dead infant across her lap is especially 

interesting because it is reminiscent of depictions of the Pietà. Even in a stridently 

Protestant nation, the concept of motherhood was deeply associated with the Virgin 

Mary.84 
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 The monument to Elizabeth Wilmot (1818) is different from the other monuments 

discussed because it does not have a depiction of the deceased (Figures 42-43). Instead, 

two guardian angels are shown embracing each other as they look downwards towards 

the epitaph. The angels seem to come out of the spiritual realm, with the tops of their 

bodies and wings more corporeal than the lower half of their bodies. The sickle and rose 

motif that is present on either side of this epitaph represent the theme of maidens or 

young wives “cut off in the flower of their youth,” while the butterfly between the volutes 

represents the soul.85 While the use of two angels is appropriate compositionally, it might 

also be seen as a reference to the fact that Elizabeth died after delivering twins.  

 Margaret Johnstone’s monument, which was sculpted by Francis Chantrey (1819) 

(Figure 44), shows the intimate bond between husband and wife. Margaret is shown 

either dead or dying while reclining on a bed. She holds her presumably dead or dying 

baby in her left arm, while her husband kneels beside her and holds her hand. The 

husband is made anonymous because he buries his face in his wife’s lap.  In the 

background, a carved set of curtains could suggest the metaphor of life as a stage, with 

this life closing or opening on another.86  Since Margaret died in childbirth, the bed she 

reclines on could be considered her deathbed. Although Margaret was survived by one 

child, he or she is not present in the monument.  

 Lady Stanhope’s monument (Figures 45-46) is different from other monuments 

because she is portrayed sleeping instead of dead. Lady Stanhope died in childbirth in 

1823. Her husband ordered the monument to be built soon after her death. In order to 
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improve on the problems of facial visibility caused by recumbent effigies shown on their 

backs, Chantrey portrayed Lady Stanhope on her side with her head raised on a pillow as 

if asleep.87 The child also seems to still be alive as it appears to suckle on its mother’s 

breast. By showing the infant breastfeeding, the monument becomes more intimate and 

naturalistic. Lady Stanhope’s husband unfortunately never saw the monument because he 

was so distraught over the death of his wife that he hanged himself two years after her 

death. If Lady Stanhope’s husband had been alive to see the completed monument, he 

might have been encouraged to see his wife as still alive and merely sleeping, but more 

likely he might have been encouraged to accept the image of his wife as a metaphor for 

the rest he hopes she has attained in heaven.88  

 

Conclusions 

 The study of monuments to women does not necessarily yield a single 

homogenous type. This has to do with the fact that tomb monuments were highly 

personalized and did not necessarily adhere to a particular style or format. By the 

nineteenth century, tomb monuments did begin to reference neoclassical themes, but in 

the end the way in which the monument was executed depended on the commissioner’s 

demands. What is clear is that during the Middle Ages, most tomb monuments were 

meant to establish dynastic lines, which is apparent especially on Mary of Burgundy’s 

tomb monument. As family dynamics changed from the open lineage family to the closed 

conjugal family around the turn of the seventeenth century, so too did the function of the 
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tomb monument change in a way that emphasized family members as well as the need for 

remembrance. After the Reformation, the women depicted on tomb monuments, and 

especially women who died in childbirth, seem to replace images of the Virgin Mary. As 

a result of this shift in emphasis, tomb monuments of women who died in childbirth 

became more intimate and idealized.  

Princess Charlotte’s monument is especially interesting when compared to earlier 

monuments to royalty because there is no indication that she is a princess on her 

monument, and thus there is no emphasis on dynastic lineage. Princess Charlotte’s tomb 

monument acts more as a shrine to her idealized persona than an intimate depiction of 

familial bonds. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE TOMB MONUMENT OF PRINCESS CHARLOTTE OF WALES 

 

Princess Charlotte of Wales’s tomb monument (Figures 47-52) is by far the 

largest in St. George’s Chapel at Windsor Castle. After Charlotte’s death in 1817, the 

Duchess of York patronized a subscription that eventually raised £12,346 19s. 6½d 

(approximately £517,500 in today’s money) for the tomb monument’s construction.89 The 

decorative painter and sculptor Matthew Cotes Wyatt was chosen to construct the 

monument because of his close connections with the royal family, having worked for 

them before. After much disagreement as to where the monument would be housed, it 

was decided that Charlotte’s monument should be placed in St. George’s Chapel at 

Windsor, where it was finally unveiled in 1826.  

The princess is shown lying on a bier covered in a sheet, with only part of her 

limp hand showing. Four completely draped figures kneel at the four corners of the bier 

in mourning. Above the covered body, Charlotte is shown ascending to heaven as two 

angels kneel beside her. The ascending figure is meant to represent the soul even though 

it is rendered full-bodied. An infant boy, Princess Charlotte’s stillborn son, is held by the 

angel to Charlotte’s right. Behind this scene, a marble curtain opens slightly to show a 

dark void.  

Seeing Princess Charlotte’s monument in person was far different from seeing it 

in reproductions. First, the monument was larger and much more striking than I had 

originally imagined. Though it is located in the corner of the chapel, it is almost 

                                                 
     89. Penny, “Church Monuments to Women”, 327.  
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immediately visible from the entrance. Many of the other monuments that fill up the 

chapel are simple marble effigies or statues of Charlotte’s ancestors that are nowhere near 

the grand scale of the Charlotte monument. There are a great many striking details that 

are nearly invisible in reproductions of the monument. For example, where Charlotte is 

depicted dead underneath the shroud, details of her face such as the nose and chin can 

actually be seen through the sheet. Perhaps the most striking and heart-wrenching detail 

is the lifeless hand sticking out from under the shroud. Although this particular detail is 

not entirely invisible in reproductions, it looks different in person because it creates a 

palpable sense of grief and regret. 

 At the time it seemed strange that I was having such an emotional reaction to a 

statue of a stranger. It also seemed quite strange that an English princess would be 

portrayed with such realism. The sadness and surprise I felt standing in front of 

Charlotte’s monument were lessened as my eye was drawn up towards the graceful 

ascending figure of Charlotte’s soul. I was comforted by the knowledge that Charlotte 

transcended her earthly body and was moving on towards Heaven. Nicholas Penny 

describes the artist of the monument as having created a horrifying image of death, and 

although I agree that the depiction of Charlotte as a corpse covered in a shroud is indeed 

horrifying and shocking, I would say that the overall impression was for the viewer to 

feel hopeful and calm in the end.  

 

The Exposed Breast 

 On the ascending figure, the navel can be seen through the empire-waist garment 

that gathers in a way that emphasizes her breasts and causes her belly to look swollen. 
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This is likely a reference to the fact that Charlotte died in childbirth. Although the 

diaphanous garment covers the right breast, the left breast is exposed, a detail that is also 

difficult to see in reproductions of the monument. The exposed breast, which seems 

especially jarring on the monument to a princess, could allude to nursing and in turn to 

Charlotte’s brief motherhood. A famous poem by Lord Byron written about Charlotte 

after her death alludes to Charlotte’s tragically brief motherhood: “And pale, but lovely, 

with maternal grief She clasps a babe, to whom her breasts yield no relief.”90  

In portraiture between 1790 and 1815, women’s clothing gradually lost its earlier 

festive excitement and took on an uneventful simplicity and pallor.91 Strictly Neoclassical 

dresses were made to mimic the thin, narrow-girdled and pinned-together garments found 

on Greek and Roman statues. It was also common for the empire-waist dresses to be 

transparent so that the breasts could be clearly seen.  This style of dress is apparent in the 

Portrait of a Young Woman in White (1798) painted by the circle of Jacques-Louis David 

(Figure 53). The woman’s nipples are visible through her transparent bodice, while the 

rest of the dress is opaque below the high narrow belt that rests under the breasts. 

Another more famous example of this style of dress is David’s Portrait of Madame 

Récamier (1800) (Figure 54).  Madame Récamier wears a similar white, loose-flowing 

gown with transparent short sleeves. Although it is not easily seen since Madame 

Récamier is in three-quarter view, her dress seems more modest than the dress in the 

previous portrait. The lack of strong colors, accessories and ornaments led to women 

appearing simpler and less ostentatious. 

                                                 
     90. Ibid., 327.  

     91. Anne Hollander, Fabric of Vision, (London: National Gallery Company Limited, 2002), 107. 
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In later eighteenth-century England admiration for classical simplicity was not 

revolutionary but traditional, having derived from an earlier taste for Palladian 

architecture and developed as an alternative to the more ostentatious Continental Baroque 

and Rococo taste.92 The style of dress worn by Charlotte remained popular in France 

during the nineteenth-century and emphasized the woman’s role as nurturer.93 Empire 

style dresses also added a sense a freedom related to the pronounced breasts, which might 

be pushed up and separated by newly designed stays that had a short, brassière-like top 

and might sometimes, especially in England, have a nearly cylindrical form below that 

reached down over the hips.94  

The depiction of Charlotte’s exposed breast is reminiscent of images of Maria 

lactans, the nursing Madonna, which were popular during the late Middle Ages and 

Renaissance. Leonardo da Vinci’s Madonna Litta (1490-91) (Figure 55) is a typical 

example of Maria lactans imagery. In the painting, the Virgin is portrayed with only one 

breast exposed as she nurses the Christ child.  The exposed breast is small and round and 

does not seem to be attached to the body in a natural way. Additionally, the covered 

breast is flattened and made almost non-existent. This was done in order to show that 

although Mary had a functioning breast capable of producing milk, she was different 

from other women because she was born without Original Sin and therefore is not 

identified with a normal and in turn sinful female body.95 However, that is not to say that 

                                                 
     92. Ibid., 112.  

     93. Marina Warner, Monuments and Maidens: The Allegory of the Female Form, (Los Angeles: 

University of California Press, 198), 289.  

     94. Hollander, 107.  

      95. Marilyn Yalom, A History of the Breast, (New York: Ballantine Books, 1997), 42. 
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the depiction of Charlotte’s breast places her on the same level as the Virgin Mary. 

Perhaps what it does is show Charlotte’s innocence as well as the sadness related to the 

fact that she never was able to breastfeed her child.   

 During the eighteenth century it became fashionable to breastfeed one’s own child 

instead of using a wet nurse. According to Kate Retford, nursing was reconfigured as a 

satisfying task that would not only benefit the child and the maternal relationship, but 

also provide a source of unlimited satisfaction.96 Additionally, the birth mother’s milk 

was seen as a natural antidote to the high mortality rates of infants sent to the homes of 

lower-class wet nurses.97 In France especially, breastfeeding took on a more political 

role.  Breastfeeding was seen as a manifestation of civic duty, while the breast itself 

became a part of the iconography of the French Revolution, representing an array of 

republican ideals such as liberty, fraternity, equality, patriotism, courage, generosity and 

abundance.98 One famous example of the breast used in such a way is Delacroix’s Liberty 

Leading the People (1830) (Figure 56). In the painting Liberty’s breast is deliberately 

revealed in order to inspire political rather than sexual feelings.99 According to Marina 

Warner, “Liberty’s exposed breast stands for freedom because thereby a primary erotic 

zone is liberated from eroticism. As eroticism is a condition of the depicted female body, 

a semi-naked figure, who is no longer constrained by it, becomes free.”100  

                                                 
      96. Retford, 87. 

      97. Yalom, 106.  

      98. Ibid., 119-120.  

      99. Ibid., 122.  

     100. Warner, 277. 
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The revealed breast on Charlotte’s monument has a comparable quality because 

her breast was not meant to arouse sexual feelings and could similarly be considered a 

political symbol because Charlotte was seen as the Hope of Britain during her life. 

Charlotte was seen as the Hope of Britain because the royal family was particularly 

unpopular at the time. In an age of war-shattered and economically devastated families, 

Charlotte’s father, the Prince Regent, was seen as over-privileged and morally 

irresponsible. Charlotte and Leopold were seen as part of a new generation of royalty 

who were beginning to be expected to teach the nation, and the families that comprised it, 

how to live and behave.101 From the moment of their marriage, the public saw and 

expected the continuation and improvement of the line of succession in and through 

Princess Charlotte.102 Overall, Charlotte was seen in terms of her presumed destiny as 

wife and mother, and most importantly, the parent of the future king of England. It is in 

this context that the revealed breast takes on a political significance because it is the 

breast that would have nurtured the future king and thus, the future Hope for Britain. 

 Historically the boobie represents a zone of power because it relates to the 

original sustenance of infant life, which in turn relates to Christian iconography of 

Charity through the Virgin Mary and the idea of woman as Nature.103 The breast also 

recalls classical mythology about goddesses and warrior Amazons. A painting after Titian 

titled The Toilet of Venus (1555) (Figure 57) concentrates on the eroticism of how the 

model’s hands relate to her drapery and to her body. The way the drapery is handled is 

                                                 
     101. Behrendt, Royal Mourning, 40.  

     102. Ibid., 124. 

     103. Warner, 278.  
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similar to the drapery on the ascending figure of Charlotte because both the breast and the 

navel are emphasized. The navel revealed through drapery is a common motif in both 

Mannerist painting and Hellenistic sculpture and in turn became common in neoclassical 

painting and sculpture.  

The Amazon woman’s bared breast represents the refusal to live within 

conventional law-abiding cities as well as the refusal to perform the socialized female 

function of childbearing within marriage.104  Amazons were said to have had their right 

breast cut off in order to be able to use a bow more easily, thus taking away the maternal 

connection with the breast. Therefore, the Amazon woman’s breast represents freedom 

from patriarchal constraints and was not meant to be seen as erotic. In ancient funeral 

rites women mourned by unfastening their dress and baring their breasts while scratching 

their cheeks and chest with their nails, displaying the unrestricted nature of their grief.105  

Stylistically, the ascending figure of Charlotte is reminiscent of neoclassical 

sculpture. Antonio Canova, who was popular in England during the Regency, was the 

most well-known and sought-after neoclassical sculptor of the time.106 Canova’s 

sculpture of Pauline Bonaparte Borghese as Venus Victrix (1808) is similar to Charlotte’s 

monument because both depict a real woman of high distinction in a state of undress 

(Figure 58). Canova depicts Pauline reclining on a chaise lounge wearing merely a cloth 

draped over her legs and hips. Although the statue was commissioned by Pauline’s 

                                                 
     104. Ibid., 292.  

     105. Ibid., 283.  

     106. John Goldsmith Philips, “Canova’s Reclining Naiad” The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin 29 

(1970): 1-10.  
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husband, Prince Camillo Borghese, it was Pauline who directed the project.107 Canova 

initially wanted to portray Pauline as the goddess Diana, but Pauline insisted that she be 

portrayed as Venus. According to Christopher Johns, “Pauline's social position and 

personal charms made her, for a time, the unofficial queen of Rome, but her loud 

complaints about her husband's impotence and her amorous adventures soon earned her 

the sobriquet ‘Messalina of the Empire.’”108 Johns posits that Canova’s depiction of 

Pauline as semi-nude, read in the context of her reputation, may have been a subversive 

move even if he was encouraged by the patron.109 It is important to note that unlike 

Charlotte’s monument, Pauline Borghese as Venus Victrix was meant to be a private 

work. Very few visitors to Rome managed to see the statue as it was locked in a room by 

Pauline’s husband, who allegedly kept the key to the room on his person at all times. 

Another important difference is that Pauline as Venus is not a tomb monument. Perhaps 

when seen in this context, the Charlotte monument seems more provocative than Pauline 

as Venus. 

Compared to the earlier monuments discussed in the last chapter, the breast seems 

further out of place. In the medieval to Renaissance tomb monuments, such as those of 

Anne Denton or Elizabeth Williams, the breasts are flattened and always covered up due 

in part to the more modest clothing. During the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries the clothing became much lighter, and as a result the breasts were more visible. 

Both Margaret Johnstone and Lady Stanhope are shown with a single breast almost 
                                                 
     107. Christopher M.S. Johns, “Portrait Mythology: Antonio Canova's Portraits of the Bonapartes,” 

Eighteenth-Century Studies 28 (1994): 126. 

     108. Ibid., 126.  

     109. Ibid., 127. 
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revealed. On Maria Howard and Sarah Morley’s monuments, their breasts are visible 

through their nearly see-through garments, though this detail is not overt and is probably 

easier to see in person. It would not have been strange to depict breasts on these 

monuments because of the popular neoclassical style of clothes as well as the increased 

regularity of breastfeeding one’s own infant. However, these women, although wealthy, 

were not part of the royal family and therefore it would have been somewhat less 

provocative for them to be shown with their breasts somewhat visible. Charlotte’s breasts 

are the most visible compared to these earlier monuments yet there is no reference to 

breastfeeding. It seems as though the English royal family would have wanted something 

less provocative for Charlotte’s monument.  

 

Charlotte as the Virgin Mary  

 One of the most interesting aspects of the monument is its similarity to images of 

the Assumption of the Virgin and the Immaculate Conception. In images of both the 

Assumption and the Immaculate Conception, Mary is portrayed as a young woman rising 

up to (or perhaps lingering in) Heaven, usually on a cloud accompanied by angels. An 

example that is particularly similar to Charlotte’s monument is the Spanish artist 

Bartolomé Estéban Murillo’s The Immaculate Conception (1680) (Figure 59). Although 

this version now hangs in The Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, it once belonged to 

the collection of Sir Robert Walpole at Houghton Hall and thus is sometimes referred to 

as The Walpole Immaculate Conception.110 In the painting, Mary’s raised right arm and 

upward gaze are similar to Charlotte’s hand gesture and gaze, though Mary appears more 

                                                 
     110. Roy Bolton, ed, The Collectors: Old Master Paintings, (London: Sphinx, 2009), 26. 
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prayerful and humble than Charlotte. The importance of this imagery lies in the fact that 

Mary is portrayed as an innocent girl devoid of Original Sin. With this in mind, it is 

interesting that Charlotte would be portrayed in a similar manner, because it seems to 

suggest that Charlotte was innocent of the rest of her family’s unpopularity.  

The Assumption, sculpted by the German artist Egid Quirin Asam (1717-1725) is 

even more strikingly similar to Charlotte’s monument (Figures 60-61). In this large 

sculptural program two angels help lift the Virgin Mary up to Heaven. Mary’s hand 

gestures are similar to Charlotte’s, with one hand reaching upwards towards heaven while 

the other hand extends down. However, Mary’s dramatic facial expression of awe 

contrasts with Charlotte’s tranquil facial expression.  

Imagery of the Assumption has a history of appearing on tomb monuments. On 

the tomb monument of Cardinal Rainaldo Brancacci there is a depiction of the 

Assumption just below the Cardinal’s effigy (1426) (Figures 62-63). The scene, which 

was sculpted by Donatello, shows the seated Virgin lifted up by a group of angels. Mary 

seems more passive in this version because she is seated and appears to have no part in 

her ascension, while the angels appear strong and active as they move around her. This 

depiction of the ascending Virgin as passively seated seems to have been popular in the 

Middle Ages up until the early Renaissance. In 1516, Titian painted an Assumption scene 

(Figure 64) that endowed the Virgin with a greater sense of power and dynamism. In 

Titian’s version, the Virgin is depicted standing up of her own accord in an active 

contrapposto stance. Her body appears strong and statuesque, compared to the relatively 

passive body of Donatello’s Virgin. Titian has also replaced the muscular angels with 

putti that seem to be decorative and playful rather than helpful.    
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Of course the main difference between images of the Assumption and Charlotte’s 

monument is that the Virgin Mary leaves behind no corpse. Yet both women ascend to 

heaven as full bodies. Typically, when figures were depicted ascending to heaven it was 

as souls and in low relief. On the monument of Georgina, Countess of Bradford (1847) 

(Figure 65), the soul is shown ascending with two angels in low relief while the reclining 

figure is depicted in high relief, adding to the sense of two separate realities.  

Even though England was no longer a Catholic nation, contemporary viewers 

would likely have seen the similarities between Charlotte’s monument and images of the 

Assumption or the Immaculate Conception. Penny states that, “In general, it may be said 

that there was not the shortage of devotional art in Georgian England that some 

historians, seeking for Christian art, have supposed. It may not have been an age in which 

churches were built or decorated with notable gusto, but there were remarkable shrines to 

beloved wives.”111 Furthermore, Penny states that Charlotte’s monument,112 among 

others, might easily be mistaken for ascending Madonnas by an archaeologist of the 

future.113 He goes on to add, “…whereas the cult of saints was widely frowned upon by 

the Anglicans, it seems to have been accepted to refer to one’s wife as one.”114 

Furthermore, there seems to have been a secularization of the Virgin Mary in the latter 

                                                 
     111. Penny, 61.  

     112. There is a small painting depicting the Annunciation to the Virgin close to the screen and to the 
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     113. Ibid., 59.  
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years of the Romantic period in which a feminine version of heroism centered upon 

selfless devotion to the family and especially the children.115  

Even before the monument was erected, artists and poets had been making comparisons 

of Charlotte to the Virgin Mary. In an engraving by J. Kennerly after W.M. Craig (Figure 

66), Charlotte is very clearly portrayed as the Virgin Mary. The words “Britannia’s Hope, 

Her Love And Now Her Grief” are written at the bottom of the engraving. The grieving 

figure of Britannia rests her hand on the edge of an oval portrait of Charlotte and her 

baby, which rests on top of a platform. Charlotte is shown holding the baby while looking 

up towards heaven as light radiates from behind her head. Charlotte is also shown 

wearing a loose garment with a veil, a type of garment that is associated with the Virgin 

Mary. The platform is reminiscent of an altar, which itself is also prevalent in images of 

the Virgin and Child. The platform, in turn, expresses a sacrificial meaning.  

In addition to the sepulchral monument and engravings, Charlotte was compared to the 

Virgin Mary in poetry. In this poem, titled “On the Death of Her Royal Highness, the 

Princess Charlotte,” the poet invokes the traditional function of the Virgin Mary as 

intercessor for humanity.116  

But, alas! she is gone never to return,  
Tho’ mothers, widows, and orphants [sic] ye mourn.  
But hear, great Princess, tho’ seated on high,  
‘Next one the fairest daughter of the sky;’ 
Look down in pity at us mortals below 
Plead for our faults, shield us from every woe.117  

                                                 
      115. Behrendt, 196.  

      116. Ibid. 

     117. For comparison the Hail Mary is as follows: “Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with thee; 

blessed art thou amongst women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus. Holy Mary, Mother of God, 

pray for us sinners, now and at the hour of our death. Amen.” 
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The poem and the engraving are indicative of the changing ideological assumptions and 

expectations about women as well as the way in which artists and poets contributed to 

Charlotte’s elevation to the status of myth.118 Since both the poems and the memorial 

engravings were widely available to the public, it is possible that Matthew Wyatt 

depicted Charlotte in a similar manner to the Virgin Mary because the connection was 

already being made in popular culture.  

 

The Portrait Quality  

 Unlike many of the tomb monuments discussed in the last chapter, Charlotte does 

not hold her child or seem to pay any attention to him. Instead, she turns her head up 

towards the light emanating from the west window, while the child is held by the angel to 

her right. It is unclear whether the child is merely sleeping or dead. Infants were usually 

portrayed as alive or sleeping, as seen on the monuments of Sarah Morley, Lady 

Stanhope, and the swaddled infants on the earlier seventeenth century monuments, but it 

was not unheard of to portray the infant as dead, as on the Maria Howard monument. 

Interestingly, the angel holding the child is not endowed with the same sense of upward 

movement as Charlotte, which is made clear through her dramatically raised right arm, 

floating body, and sweeping garments. This may be because the child was unbaptised and 

would thus be unable to go to Heaven, though this seems almost too cruel to reference on 

the monument. However, the angel on the other side of Charlotte also appears static, and 

the lack of movement seen in both angels allows for more emphasis to be placed on 

                                                 
     118. Behrendt, 197.  
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Charlotte. Charlotte even ascends completely without the help of the angels, who seem to 

kneel and look up at her in awe.  

 This emphasis that is placed on Charlotte is also apparent in the fact that her face 

was widely admired as a portrait.119  The portrait-like quality of her face becomes clear 

when compared to painted portraits and wax reliefs (Figure 67) depicting the Princess, 

and of course when seen in person. A commemorative portrait by George Dawes (1817) 

(Figure 68) depicts Charlotte with her head turned in a manner similar to how she is 

shown on her tomb monument, which emphasizes her relatively thick neck. However, 

portraits were unusual, especially on tomb monuments of women. The faces of Maria 

Howard, Lady Stanhope, and Sarah Morley are idealized and generic.  

Aside from this, Charlotte’s portrait on her monument raises a slightly 

problematic issue. The ascending figure is meant to represent Charlotte’s soul, which was 

almost never portrayed as an unidealized portrait. The reasoning for the portrait likely has 

more to do with the comforting element of the monument and perhaps was something 

that her family wanted. It also makes sense to use a portrait because the monument was 

meant to commemorate Charlotte. Since the monument was paid for by the public, 

Charlotte’s realistic depiction could have appealed to them as well. However, when 

Charlotte’s monument was placed in St. George’s Chapel, the general public was not 

allowed to enter. A critic in The Literary Chronicle and Weekly Review stated that, “the 

public will hear with amazement, that it… is to be placed in St. George’s Chapel, 

Windsor - the private chapel of his Majesty, where it will be completely secluded from 

                                                 
     119. Penny, 330.  
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public view as if it were closeted in Carlton House.”120 According to Nigel Llewellyn, 

“The monumental body was to be set up at the place of burial to mark its site and was 

designed to stand for ever as a replacement for the social body.  As a subsidiary function, 

it also acted as a reminder of the living form of the natural body.”121  Therefore it could 

be said that the portrait was meant to lessen the sense of societal rupture at the death of 

Princess Charlotte. 

Additionally, it is not unheard of for monuments of royal English women to be 

portraits because it was common for the face on the effigy to be modeled after a death 

mask. A particularly compelling example is the tomb effigy of Elizabeth I (1606) (Figure 

69) who, having died at the age of 69, is shown realistically with sagging skin and a 

large, hooked nose. However, this portrait is not problematic because it is not a depiction 

of the soul. It is important to mention that unlike many other tomb monuments, Charlotte 

is not identified by an epitaph, so the portrait is used as the sole means of identification. 

 In addition to it being unusual to portray the soul as a portrait, it was uncommon 

for a woman to be unidealized. However, on tomb monuments of men, the face is almost 

always realistic. Men were also never portrayed as souls in the same way women were. In 

addition, men were almost never portrayed showing any form of nudity. Instead men 

were depicted clothed, either standing, reclining or in bust form, but always endowed 

with the same authoritative attitude.  

One example of this authoritative attitude can be found on the monument 

dedicated to Earl Spencer, sculpted by Joseph Nollekens (Figure 70). The Earl is shown 
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on a medallion in profile view, which makes clear his strong nose and jaw line. A female 

figure, likely a representation of the allegorical figure of Abundance, stands over a 

cornucopia in the act of tying up the medallion. Though it is unclear on this specific 

monument, medallions were sometimes shown being tied to an obelisk or pyramid, 

emblems of eternity.122   

 Another type of monument commonly used for men was the upright statue, which 

was especially popular in the eighteenth century. The upright regal style can also be seen 

in front of Charlotte’s monument in a statue of her husband, Leopold. This statue was 

added much later than Charlotte’s monument by Queen Victoria as a tribute to her uncle 

and should not be considered a tomb monument. The monument dedicated to the Marquis 

of Rockingham at the Rockingham Mausoleum (Figure 71), again by Joseph Nollekens, 

shows the pompous and somewhat heroic attitude that is prevalent among monuments to 

upper class and noble men. As expected, the Marquis’s face shows his age and should be 

considered a portrait. The Marquis is shown just before or in the process of giving a 

speech as he stretches his arm out towards an invisible crowd. It is important to note that 

this monument was located in a family mausoleum rather than in a church. This could 

account for the lack of piety or humility.   

 In the nineteenth century and especially after 1820 it was more common for men 

to be shown in a less pompous pose. The tomb monument to the Earl of Malmesbury, 

sculpted by Chantrey in 1822 (Figure 72), is an example of this more modest devotional 

style. The Earl is shown reclining in a relaxed position with heavy drapery covering the 

lower half of his body.  He looks up from a book with a certain intellectual energy, which 

                                                 
     122. Penny, 98.  
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is conveyed through the upturned right hand and the stiff twist of the neck.123 Even 

though the Earl of Malmesbury is depicted as more pious than the previous men (the 

book could potentially be a Bible), there is no evidence of the angels or references to the 

spiritual realm that are very common on tombs of women. 

Regarding tomb monuments in general Penny states that, “The finest monuments 

were erected either to women or children, or to public heroes, rather than to major male 

representatives of a noble family, and made their appeal more to sentiment than to family 

pride.”124 Penny goes on to describe the differing attitudes on monuments to men and 

women as “Good men await their death with pious resignation, good women with dreamy 

expectation.”125 Charlotte does not seem to have this same passive, dreamy expectation as 

is depicted on other monuments of women. Instead, Charlotte’s ascending figure is 

endowed with a sense of power that stems from the fact that she is represented 

realistically and has no visible help as she ascends to heaven. Although her extended arm 

conveys a certain expectation or longing, she is endowed with a sense of power in a way 

that makes it seem as though she is rising up out of her own accord. This becomes 

especially clear when compared with the passive monuments of Lady Stanhope or Maria 

Howard.  

 

                                                 
     123. Ibid.,85.  
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The Shrouded Figures 

 The four shrouded mourning figures on Charlotte’s monument are interesting 

because they take the place of the traditional group of mourning family members. The 

four mourners are faceless and overwhelmed with grief as they double over and cover 

their faces underneath the shrouds.  According to a contemporary publication, The 

Gentleman’s Magazine, the four shrouded figures represent the four corners of the 

world.126 The figures are meant to say that Charlotte’s death was not just a family 

tragedy, but one mourned by the entire empire. The use of four figures surrounding a 

tomb monument was common, particularly in sixteenth-century France. However, these 

figures represent Virtues and are usually not shrouded. On the tomb monument of Louis 

XII and Anne of Bretagne (1531) (Figure 73) four female figures representing the four 

cardinal Virtues (prudence, justice, temperance and fortitude)127 sit on each corner of the 

monument. 

 The four shrouded mourners as well as Charlotte’s shrouded body serve as a 

memento mori for the viewer. The use of memento mori on a monument of the nineteenth 

century would have been slightly outdated since it was popular in earlier centuries and 

especially in the Middle Ages. The use of the shroud reflected a change in emphasis from 

the concentration on the physical effects of death to a concern with ultimate salvation 

after death.128 The play on the closeness of sleep and death, a classical idea that received 

wide currency in England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, is the most 
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important aspect of shroud tombs.129 Shroud tombs were also usually only used on tombs 

of women. In addition, the body was completely covered with the shroud, though the face 

was left uncovered. For example, the tomb monument of Lady Bolles (1662) (Figures 74-

75) shows the deceased wrapped in a shroud that seems to be tied around the feet. Only 

the face is visible in order to emphasize the peacefulness of the deceased as well as lack 

of decay. To further the connection between sleep and death, Lady Bolles is shown with 

her head resting on a pillow. Although shroud tombs were generally used for tomb 

monuments of women, they do not seem to have been used for women who died in 

childbirth. In the sixteenth-century monument, shrouds (or swaddling clothes) can be 

seen on infants, but almost never on the mothers.  

The use of the shroud on Charlotte’s monument has a different effect.  First, the 

overall feeling is not particularly peaceful or hopeful. This is due in part to the fact that 

her face, not including the details seen through the shroud, is not shown. There is also a 

sense of immediacy, as if she has just died on that spot and the sheet was used to hastily 

cover her. Traditional shroud tombs portray the shrouded figure as if time has been taken 

to wrap the figure delicately for burial. Interestingly, it was said that before she died, 

Charlotte turned over on to her face and drew her legs up, a position similar to how she is 

portrayed on the monument.130 Furthermore, the steps that lead up to Charlotte’s corpse 

as well as the slab she lies on make it seem as though she is a sacrificial offering on an 

altar.  Charlotte becomes a sort of martyr because she died while trying to produce the 

future king of England.  
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The Marble Curtain and Windows 

 The marble curtain behind the figure of Charlotte ascending is reminiscent of the 

curtain in Chantrey’s monument of Margaret Johnstone. Wyatt’s professional experience 

in stage design   could account for the use of the curtain. According to Penny, it could 

also have come from the Regency fashion for covering entire walls and ceilings with 

pleated material to imitate tents.131 However, the curtain seems more menacing than these 

explanations because it opens up to a brick keystone with a dark portal or void below. 

Like the grim shroud, this darkness is close to eye-level with the viewer. This is likely 

meant to remind the viewer of the bleakness of death or the dark ‘unknowable’ as Penny 

puts it.132 Penny also states that it would be a mistake to read too much into the meaning 

of the void or the curtains because their effect depends on vagueness.133 However, it 

seems as though the void must have been put there in order to show Charlotte ascending 

out of the darkness. This would have been a comforting detail for family members 

viewing the monument.  

Curtains also represent a masking or unmasking of something sacred. Curtains 

appear on images of the Madonna in the Renaissance. In Raphael’s Sistine Madonna 

(Figure 76) painted in 1513, a curtain unveils the presence of the Virgin and Child. 

However, it is slightly ambiguous whether the Madonna and Child are in front of the 

curtain or behind it. The use of the curtain or cortina motif can be found in antiquity and 
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acted as the formal expression of the ceremonial concealment of late antique and 

Byzantine rulers, who were removed from the view of visitors by curtains.134  Later on, 

curtains came to be associated with icons of holy images, and particularly with the Virgin 

Mary. Scenes depicting the Annunciation, the Visitation and the Birth of Christ were 

increasingly depicted with curtains. The Sistine Madonna has specific funerary 

associations because by the time Pope Julius II died in 1516, his tomb ordered from 

Michelangelo was not yet completed. In its place, The Sistine Madonna was set up within 

a temporary substitute tomb as if to welcome Pope Julius II’s soul into heaven.135 

Overall, the curtain acts as a partition between the earthly and heavenly realm. 

Curtains can also be found in earlier English tomb monuments. On the tomb 

monument of Alice, Duchess Dudley and her daughter, Alicia (1668) (Figure 77), 

curtains are shown being pulled apart by two cherubs. A closed curtain acts as a backdrop 

to this scene as if to withhold or hide the glories of heaven.136 The curtains used on this 

tomb monument are reminiscent of those used on canopy beds, which would bring to 

mind the closeness of sleep and death. However, the curtains on this monument are 

different from those on Charlotte’s monument because they do not include a dark 

menacing void. The closed curtain in the Dudley monument seems to be a more effective 

way of showing the mystery of heaven than the theatrical void.  
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 Originally, the glass in the west window was orange and gold, which added a 

sense of mystery with the changing daylight.137 It is said that this use of light was 

Leopold’s idea, but it seems more likely it would have been another theatrical device 

employed by the artist. Unfortunately restorers replaced the colored glass with clear glass 

in the twentieth century. Yet another unfortunate change to the monument has been the 

addition of a medieval screen, which was originally removed when the monument was 

installed. 

 

Criticism 

 It is difficult to say what the contemporary consensus regarding the monument 

was.  An article published in The Gentleman’s Magazine in 1826 could give an idea of 

how the monument was viewed. The author of the piece criticized the inclusion of the 

shrouded body, saying, “There is a painful reality about this object, which exhibits a great 

triumph of art, but might, it may be thought, have been better left to the imagination.”138  

However, he goes on to say, “This is unquestionably a most admirable and beautiful 

representation, seldom exceeded in modern or ancient art”.139 An anonymous critic 

writing in 1822 stated that the princess’s legs were constrained and unnatural and implied 

that the drapery was used to conceal the artist’s ignorance of anatomy.140 Charlotte’s legs 

and feet do look strange and possibly too small for her body. Perhaps the ascending 

figure would have been more effective if the legs were straightened instead of awkwardly 
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bent.  However, the legs do not look strange when viewed in person because the 

ascending figure is above eye level. This could mean the critic was looking at a 

photograph of the monument instead of seeing it in person.  

 The most successful aspect of the monument is the lower half, including the four 

shrouded figures and the covered figure of Charlotte. This part of the monument elicits 

the strongest emotions, which is what the monument is meant to do. The two angels are 

not endowed with the same dynamic quality as the ascending figure of Charlotte, which 

causes them to look bulky and out of place. This could also stem from the fact that they 

are kneeling instead of in flight, like the angels on the Morley monument. In a way the 

angels seem like an afterthought, as if the artist could not think of another place to put the 

baby. The depiction of the baby is realistic and heartbreaking, but it may have been more 

effective at eliciting sadness if Charlotte were to hold him as Sarah Morley holds her 

child as they start to ascend.  

 

Conclusions 

 Princess Charlotte’s monument consists of many different motifs that almost seem 

to have been chosen randomly by the artist. However, this does not detract from the 

various connotations each element of the monument evokes. What is most clear is that 

Princess Charlotte’s death was an incredibly tragic event, which made the need for a 

grand monument so important. It is also apparent that the monument comes out of the 

seemingly frenzied mourning that occurred after her death, which could account for its 

apparent associations with the Virgin Mary and classical goddesses. Perhaps the way in 

which Charlotte was viewed as a mythic icon could account for such strange and 
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seemingly inappropriate connotations. The next chapter details the changing attitudes 

towards death from the Middle Ages to the nineteenth century as well as the how the 

public reacted to Princess Charlotte’s unexpected death.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

MOURNING IN ENGLAND: CONTEXTUALIZING THE DEATH OF PRINCESS 

CHARLOTTE OF WALES 

Charlotte’s death came at a time when extreme mourning became more prominent 

and expected.  The treatment of death and its evolution up to the nineteenth century 

influenced the frenzy that surrounded Princess Charlotte’s funeral and her subsequent 

monument. Before discussing the public’s reaction to Charlotte’s death, it is first 

important to trace the changing attitudes towards death in England.  

 

Changing Attitudes Towards Death  

From the twelfth century to the eighteenth century, the overarching attitude 

towards death was one that placed importance on one’s own death. During this time, 

death was a concern for the person threatened by it, and thus it was up to the person 

dying to express their last wishes, feelings or ideas in their last will and testament.141 

According to Philippe Ariès, “…the will was the means by which each person could 

express- often in a very personal manner- his deep thoughts; his religious faith; his 

attachment to his possessions, to the beings he loved, and to God; and the decisions he 

had made to assure the salvation of his soul and the repose of his body.”142 Great pains 

were taken to prepare for what was referred to as a good death.  All were expected to 

hold themselves in daily expectation of their own death. Spiritual preparation for death 
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was aided by a range of visual artifacts of the memento mori variety along with 

moralizing texts such as The Dance of Death.143  Memento mori imagery could be found 

in both public and private settings such as furnishings, on the walls of buildings, and 

carried about the person.  

Starting in the eighteenth century, the focus was turned away from the death of 

the self and towards the death of someone else. This new attitude led to the new cult of 

tombs and cemeteries along with the romantic, rhetorical treatment of death in the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries.144 As a result of this new attitude, the acceptance of 

the death of another became more and more difficult and the practice of hysterical 

mourning became more prominent. This would have consisted of fainting, crying, 

languishing, and fasting.145 Tomb monuments came to represent the presence of a loved 

one after death. This presence did not necessarily hold any religious significance related 

to immortality, but rather derived from the survivors’ unwillingness to accept the 

departure of their loved ones.146  

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in England, there were many coexisting 

movements or ideas that shaped the way in which Britons thought of death. These 

movements and ideas include the Enlightenment, Romanticism, and Evangelicalism. The 

Enlightenment in England added to the increasing secularization of death. Due to its 

emphasis on intellect and rationality, the Enlightenment challenged traditional ideas of 
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hellfire and damnation that surrounded death and the afterlife.147 Since the God of the 

Enlightenment was rational, distant, benevolent, tolerant and demystified, there was no 

need to fear death or a possible life in eternal damnation.148  

These changing attitudes towards death were made clear in the Neoclassical 

movement, which rejected the overblown emotionalism of the Baroque.149  The 

neoclassical style is characterized by restraint and elegance, with sleep as its key allegory 

for death.150 Princess Charlotte’s monument could be placed in the neoclassical category, 

though it does retain a sense of Baroque emotionalism. Neoclassical symbols related to 

death include the draped urn, the willow, the veiled and weeping mourner, and the broken 

column; a cut lily or flower for the death of a child, maid or young wife were all used on 

tomb monuments, mourning jewelry, and funeral cards. The use of mausoleums became 

popular during this period. Mausoleums caused memorialization of the dead to be taken 

out of the confines of the church and put into a more family-oriented setting.  

The medicalization of death also loosened the Church’s control over matters of 

death and burial. People began to focus more on the feelings of the bereaved rather than 

the spiritual fate of the deceased.151 As a result, clerical presence at the deathbed 

diminished and the doctor came to replace the cleric at the deathbed for upper and middle 

class families. Around the second half of the eighteenth century, opiates were commonly 
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used to ease the pain of dying.152 As medical knowledge surrounding disease and illness 

became more advanced, people were able to understand, anticipate and even prevent 

unnecessary mortality; death then came to be viewed as a natural phenomenon over 

which man had increasing control.153 This lessened the fear and mystery surrounding 

death.  

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, death was starting to be seen as an 

issue of statistics (the number of deaths) and disposal (where the deceased would be 

buried) that was largely the responsibility of local government authorities.154 As a result, 

the church lost its monopoly on providing accommodations for the dead.155 One of the 

main reasons for this shift was the massive growth in population, which resulted in 

traditional urban burial spaces being unable to cope with the increased numbers of the 

dead.156 Other results of the massive growth in population included overcrowding and the 

inevitable spread of epidemic disease. In 1760-64 the number of deaths in England was 

around 885,000, and by the end of the century, the number of deaths counted in five-year 

periods consistently totaled well over a million.157 By 1845-49, deaths per five years had 

reached 1,900,000. Since the eighth century, the dead had traditionally been interred in 

local churchyards, later supplemented by private grounds, family vaults and 
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Nonconformist graveyards.158 By the beginning of the nineteenth century it became clear 

that this arrangement was no longer sufficient as evidence grew of the inadequacies of 

burial grounds to accommodate the newly massing dead.159 For example, the burial 

ground at St. Mary’s churchyard in Kingston-upon-Hull was so full that its surface was 

well above the level of the street. Still, ecclesiastical authorities were unwilling to 

establish new burial sites that would solve the overcrowding problem. As a result, 

cemetery companies grew in popularity since their first establishment in the 1820s.  

During the Romantic period, roughly from the end of the eighteenth century to the 

end of the nineteenth century, more faith was placed in moral passion than the intellectual 

analysis of the Enlightenment. A higher value was placed on the individual, which in turn 

led to an increased respect for individual experience. An emphasis was also placed on 

“feeling” which led to the acceptance and encouragement of wild expressions of grief at 

the loss of a loved one.160 This emphasis on feeling even popularized an obsession with 

suicide, which indicated sensitivity and an abundance of emotions. The nature of heaven 

was also altered as a result of the emphasis on family and sentimental love. Instead of 

focusing on an eternity of worship in the presence of God, images of heaven began to 

depict a place where lover and families could reunite.161   

Alongside the Romantic period and the Enlightenment, the Evangelical movement 

strengthened certain sects of Christianity in Britain through its part in the development of 
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Methodism and its call for seriousness, piety, discipline, and duty.162 Evangelicalism was 

referred to as ‘the religion of the heart’ and encouraged both men and women to express 

their grief at the death of a loved one by weeping together. The Evangelical movement 

also resulted in the revival of the medieval tradition of the art of dying well, or the ‘good 

death.’ A good Christian death required a lifelong preparation and piety as well as 

courage in the face of physical suffering. A good death had to take place in a good 

Christian home surrounded by a loving family, and there should be time, as well as 

physical and mental capacity, for the completion of temporal and spiritual business.163 

Realistically, the goal of a good Christian death would have been virtually impossible for 

those who died suddenly as well as the poor and unbelievers and varied according to 

class, age, gender, disease, religion and family circumstances.164  

Aside from the revival of the good death, people were more inclined to look back 

to an idealized medieval period, in which spirituality was expressed in all aspects of civic 

life and the general public showed a natural veneration for the Church.165 The 

Ecclesiologist, which frequently published articles on funerary practice, offered 

recommendations for change that would encompass a renewed stress on Church ritual.166 

For example, The Ecclesiologist said that the cemetery entrance should comprise a 

lichgate (roofed gate) “of unusual size and elaboration,” decorated with sculpted figures, 

while “scrupulous care must be taken to exclude all allusion to heathen rites or heathen 
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notions.”167 As a result, this time period saw a revival of the Gothic style. The architect 

and designer Augustus Welby Pugin was one of the main proponents of the renewed 

Gothic style because he thought that the experience of death was losing its spiritual 

nature. By the 1850s crosses, which previously had been seen as a popish symbol, 

emerged again as a popular memorial type.168 Interestingly, the medieval representation 

of the macabre was not revived in architecture or tomb sculpture.  

For Victorian Christians, death and suffering were seen as divine providence and 

accepted as a test of their faith. Perhaps more than anything, Victorian Christians were 

concerned with bad deaths and the eternal punishment that would result from an 

unrepentant or unprepared sinner. This fear also came from the fact that the belief in 

Purgatory, a place between Heaven and Hell in which the prayers of the living could 

slowly purify repentant sinners, did not exist in Protestant theology. This gave preachers 

and theologians the opportunity to give terrifying sermons on the horrors of eternal 

damnation and the imperative need for repentance. However, this view of the sinner’s 

afterlife was not held by all. Hell came to be interpreted as the absence of God to more 

progressive Victorian Protestants.  

Despite these differing views of death, mourning rituals and funerary practices 

were strictly organized and carried out to an almost obsessive degree. During the 

nineteenth century, the way in which funerals were performed was more a symbol of 

status and did not necessarily adhere to any particular view of death. The same went for 
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post-funerary mourning rituals that seem to have had more to do with spectacle than 

actual mourning.  

 

Funerals and Mourning Rituals in Nineteenth Century England  

At the time of Princess Charlotte’s death in 1817, funerals had become an 

important stage for public displays of wealth and status. The late eighteenth century and 

the nineteenth century saw the increased confidence and expansion of the middle-class, 

who were eager to demonstrate their importance. The growth of commercialism of the 

undertaking trade met and fed the demand for an elaborate funeral display.169  Relatives 

of the deceased were able to improve their standing within their community by putting on 

an impressive and expensive funeral ceremony and adhering to the correct mourning 

etiquette. The poor also endeavored to give an appropriate funeral for their loved ones so 

as to avoid the stigma of death on the parish.170 This was also urged by the fact that 

unclaimed bodies of paupers were sold to medical science for dissection.  

From the late fifteenth century, severe sumptuary laws were set in place to mark 

class differences between the fashions of the court, the middle class, and peasants. 

Additionally, the funerals of all English aristocratic arms-bearing families were 

conducted under the strict supervision of the Court Heralds so that no social-climbing 

families displayed arms or carried out grand funerals that they were not entitled to.171 

From the late seventeenth century and on, the barriers that had prevented the middle class 
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from holding expensive funerals crumbled.172 As a result, the middle class was able to 

fully participate in the “forbidden delights” of the aristocratic mourning etiquette.173 The 

growing popularity of expensive and ostentatious funerals is reflected in the increase of 

undertakers’ establishments in the eighteenth century. Additionally, the spread of fashion 

magazines during the nineteenth century allowed for information regarding mourning 

dress and etiquette to be more readily available. The resulting attitude towards death and 

funerals by the middle of the nineteenth century was one of anxiety over the fear of being 

publicly shamed by failure to carry through the etiquette of death correctly.  

In the eighteenth century the trend towards more fashionable mourning dress 

continued as differences between mourning and non-mourning dress narrowed. Both 

types began to be cut in the same style, the only differences being the color, fabric and 

accessories. Since the materials for women’s mourning dress were very expensive, one 

mourning dress was kept and refurbished over many years. Often times those who could 

not afford a new mourning dress took their ordinary clothes to be dyed by professional 

silk dyers.  Only the wealthiest and most fashionable women had their mourning dress 

made by Court or private dressmakers, always according to the strict instructions issued 

by the Lord Chamberlain’s office. In both France and England, the silk industries directly 

influenced mourning dress by lobbying their respective Parliaments, declaring that 

repeated months of official court mourning was causing a decline in their trades.174 The 

Lord Chamberlain tried to help the textile industry by choosing different materials and 
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trimmings for official court mourning and naming only English-made mourning 

materials.175  

Court appearances during mourning, along with appropriate time periods for 

mourning, were also strictly laid out. Men were allowed to appear in court from the first 

days of mourning, the exception being after the death of a parent from whom they had 

received an inheritance. Widows had to wait six weeks before appearing in court and 

were still required to wear black. Different rules applied to the death of royalty. By the 

1880s, twelve weeks of mourning were ordered on the death of a king or queen, six 

weeks on the death of a son or daughter of the king and queen, three weeks for the 

monarch’s brother or sister, two weeks for royal nephews, nieces, uncles or aunts and ten 

days for first cousins of the royal family.176 Each specific period of mourning was 

divided up into first (full) Court mourning and Second Court mourning. Each division 

had different regulations on what could be worn by both men and women.  

Usually, women did not play a large role in the funerals of high-ranking men, 

though at funerals of aristocratic women, the chief mourner was normally a woman. This 

tradition eventually broke down by the time of Princess Charlotte’s funeral, and her 

husband, Leopold, was allowed to act as the chief mourner. By the Victorian period, 

women were deemed too fragile to participate in the burial ceremony and were advised to 

remain inside the church while the burial took place outside. 

Mourning rituals were important at all levels of English society because of its 

status raising ability along with the fact that every person would eventually have to 
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participate in mourning. The huge participation both in Princess Charlotte’s mourning 

and the subscription for her monument indicate this seeming obsession with death, 

mourning rituals, as well as the lives of royalty.  

 

The Death and Funeral of Princess Charlotte of Wales 

The death of Princess Charlotte evolved into an event that seemingly enveloped 

all of England. The confluence of Charlotte’s popularity and the increased importance 

placed on funeral rites created an almost frenzied response to her death, which was often 

referred to as a national calamity. After the death of Princess Charlotte, all who could 

afford it wore mourning dress. Lord Holland, who was traveling from Dover to London at 

the time of Charlotte’s death, noticed that everyone on the road including the postboys 

and turnpike men wore signs of mourning on their person.177 Fashion magazines issued 

special mourning plates, while the Lord Chamberlain issued specific instructions on the 

proper mourning clothes the day after Princess Charlotte’s death.  

Following a royal death the arrangements for the disposal of the body, the funeral 

procession, the burial ceremony and the period of mourning that ensued were all handled 

by the Lord Chamberlain’s office.178 The order of royal and aristocratic funeral 

processions were strictly laid down and organized. According to Lou Taylor, funeral 

processions were organized as follows:  

First came the almsfolk and friends of the deceased with the Household officials 
and their servants. Next came representatives of the legal profession and mayors, 
followed by the clergy. The king’s heralds, with hatchments, walked or rode 
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immediately in front of the coffin...The hearse with the pall bearers holding the 
corners of the pall followed…The chief and most distinguished mourners-close 
relatives and ambassadors- walked or rode directly behind the hearse. Mourning 
coaches carrying female mourners and sometimes even empty coaches sent by their 
owners as a mark of respect brought up the rear.179   
 

The hearse served a different function from today and did not act as a means of 

transporting the coffin. Instead, the hearse functioned as a temporary structure set around 

the coffin in order to display the heraldry, candles, black drapes, and sometimes 

inscriptions.180 

Almost immediately after Charlotte’s death, newspapers and magazines printed 

sensationalized accounts of her last moments, including her labor pains, the amount 

vomited, and her pulse readings. Later on, the English public heard detailed accounts of 

Charlotte’s funeral through newspapers, sermons, popular prints, and commemorative 

books. Other publishers produced more ‘historical’ works such as would-be memoirs and 

biographies. The Ladies’ Monthly Museum reported that on the day of the funeral, 

“houses [were] actually shut up as if a death had happened in every family.”181 In this 

sense, the public became a part of the royal family, mourning Charlotte as if she were one 

of their own. According to Robert Huish, “the mother looked as if she had lost her child -

the husband as if he had lost his wife, -the brother as if he had lost a sister, -and all 

looked as if they had lost a friend.”182 This sense of family could have also stemmed from 

the fact that the infant boy was also lost, an event that most families would have 
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experienced. It is estimated that in 1840 on average one in five children of the gentry and 

professional persons lived through infancy but died in childhood.183 One sermon 

described this all-pervading sentiment,  

Britain has offered to surrounding countries, a sight rarely beheld. A great nation 
dissolved in the sorrows of an unfeigned condolence, voluntarily paying a tribute 
of loyalty and affection to their departed Princess, and bound to each other, by 
the ties, not of political concord and of civil interest, so much as by the bonds of 
a generous and all-pervading sympathy.184 
 

Public functions around the country ceased while shops and theatres were forced to close 

as the bonfires set up to celebrate the birth of the royal infant were dismantled. Another 

publication, Bell’s Court and Fashionable Magazine, reported that, 

…universal was the mourning, throughout all the United Kingdoms…At 
Brighton, the national calamity caused a sensation too deep and heartfelt for 
language to describe; every one appeared as if a dreadful misfortune attached to 
his own family…At Canterbury, Bury, and Manchester, all public festivities were 
suddenly suspended; and at Liverpool the great bell of St. Peter’s, and the twelve 
bells of St. Nicholas, tolled and rang solemn muffled peals, and continued each 
day until twelve o’clock, till after the funeral.185 

 

An essay by the Reverend Thomas Morell asserted that Charlotte’s death was the 

result of “national sin.”186 Regarding this national sin that caused the national calamity of 

Charlotte’s death Morell states that, “Licentiousness, luxury, prodigality, selfishness, and 

avarice, have been making rapid and portentous strides…Surely it is then high time to 

awaken and repent, and call upon God, ‘lest he tear us in pieces, in the fierceness of his 

anger, and be there none to deliver’.”187 Charlotte’s death also called into question the 
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assumed benevolence of an omniscient God. It was also characteristic of sermonic 

literature regarding Charlotte’s death to say that if she had lived long enough to be queen, 

her court would have become the center of “modest purity,” “charitable munificence” and 

“pious sacrifice.”188 This invited a direct comparison to the unpopular and allegedly 

morally corrupt Prince Regent.  

 After the initial shock of Charlotte’s death, formal memorial services were held. 

These celebrations of public mourning drew part of their emotional and spiritual power 

from the illusion of simultaneity their organizers sought to create.189 That is not to say 

that public memorial services happened at the same time as Princess Charlotte’s funeral, 

since the sermons were usually given during the day or on the following Sunday, while 

the funeral at Windsor took place at night. Members of the clergy created a fiction meant 

to give their listeners “the illusion of attendance at the obsequies.”190 

Before the funeral was held, a procession of two separate hearses drawn by black 

horses was followed by mourning coaches containing members of the royal family 

(Figure 78). Charlotte’s father was not allowed to attend the funeral because of his status 

as Prince Regent (and thus surrogate king). Instead the Prince Regent was permitted to 

send an empty carriage to go along with the procession. The procession went from 

Claremont to Windsor through villages with streets lined with mourners, accompanied by 

the sound of tolling bells. Along this route, extraordinary rents were charged at inns and 

one could even hire window space to watch the procession from private homes.191 In a 
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contemporary print of the funeral procession, large groups of people can be seen crowded 

on roofs and in windows. There were also crowds of people attending mass across 

England. At St. Paul’s Cathedral in London an impatient crowd charged the doors, 

overturned the toll-takers and broke windows.192 At other churches, the clergy charged 

admission and ushers accepted bribes for seating.  

Once the procession arrived at Windsor Castle, Charlotte’s coffin was not 

immediately placed in St. George’s Chapel but instead was placed in the Lower Lodge at 

Windsor under a canopy surrounded by candles until the next evening. Due to the 

increased popularity of royal funerals, admission to Charlotte’s lying-in-state period had 

to be regulated by the Lord Chamberlain’s office. Unfortunately, the increased interest in 

royal funerals caused over-crowding and agitation even among those with tickets, which 

in turn forced the Royal Horse Guards to come in to control the crowd.193 J. Coote 

criticized the whole event, calling it a “sepulchral pageant.”194 Although the public was 

allowed to attend the lying-in-state period, they were not allowed to attend the funeral.  

The funeral itself took place on the night of November 19, 1817 after another 

procession from the Lower Lodge to the chapel, which was elaborately draped in black 

cloth (Figure 79). After the ceremony, Charlotte’s richly ornamented coffin was lowered 

into a vault followed by that of her stillborn son. Interestingly, the boy was lowered in 

complete silence and without any form of service because it was believed that a stillborn 

and thus unbaptised infant had no soul and thus did not warrant the prayers of the 
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church.195 The service concluded around eleven pm and by midnight the chapel was 

empty.  

After the funeral, the markets were flooded with commemorative medals (Figure 

80) depicting a portrait of the deceased with various scenes including the deathbed scene, 

the lying-in-state and the final funeral ceremony on the opposite side. Gold and silver 

medals were produced and aimed at the upper and middle classes, while medals made of 

lead or other cheap metals were aimed at the lower classes. Other funeral ware such as 

spill vases, dinner plates, mugs, pitchers, and snuffboxes were decorated with depictions 

of Princess Charlotte. Relatively inexpensive prints depicting the procession and the 

funeral ceremony itself were also popular. These inexpensive prints as well as cheap 

memorial cards made it possible for poorer citizens to participate in community-oriented 

activities, which they were usually excluded from. Moreover, visual media allowed the 

illiterate to participate in Charlotte’s mourning. Purchasing and possessing such 

mementoes demonstrated in a tangible manner to the otherwise disenfranchised that 

Charlotte was their princess, too.196 Overall, the appetite for memorial prints came in part 

from the fact that the artifacts of mourning possess a diffusing function that allows the 

individual mourner to draw off her or his grief and associate it with some tangible 

object.197 The mourner is able to focus on the present object rather than on the absent 

subject, and is directed to see Charlotte’s immortality instead of her mortality.198  
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 An example of a popular print that depicts the apotheosis of Princess Charlotte is 

by Lieutenant R.P. Read (1818) (Figure 81). This print is so elaborately detailed that a 

key was published alongside it in order to identify and explain the symbolism. Charlotte 

is depicted as a soul rising to heaven as an angel hovers above her holding a crown of 

stars. Another smaller angel hovers next to Charlotte and holds her stillborn son. Below 

her, the figures of Britannia, Faith, Hope and Charity mourn Charlotte while surrounding 

her sarcophagus. On the steps of the sarcophagus a dove mourns a dead dove, 

representing Leopold mourning his wife. A curtain like the type used in Regency style 

bedrooms can be seen behind the ascending figure of Charlotte’s soul. Windsor Castle 

can be seen to the lower right in the background. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of 

this print is the way it anticipates what Charlotte’s tomb monument would look like.  

 There were a number of commemorative textile items explicitly linked to 

Charlotte’s death. These included ribbons and printed handkerchiefs, which were made 

from engraved impressions and printed directly onto the material itself. Charlotte’s death 

came at time when English jewelry had a strange preoccupation with death. Many 

examples survive of black enamel rings bearing the name of the deceased as well as rings 

and brooches containing locks of hair or even swatches of material.199 In a way these 

types of funerary jewelry functioned like religious relics.  

 The royal family was not looked upon fondly or sympathetically after Charlotte’s 

death. Queen Caroline’s absence from Charlotte’s side as she gave birth and died 

contributed to rumors of Caroline’s want of maternal sentiment, though it was reported 
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that she fainted on first hearing the news of her daughter’s death.200 However, it was also 

reported that Caroline surprised her guests the next day when she resumed her usual 

cheerfulness and complained about having to wear mourning dress. The Prince Regent 

was also looked at unfavorably after it became apparent that he was pressuring his 

brother, the Duke of Clarence, into marrying Princess Adelaide of Saxe-Meiningen as a 

way of securing an heir because having another child with Caroline was out of the 

question.201 One poet described the Prince Regent’s actions, 

No sooner had death stricken down  
The much lov’d heir of E----d’s C---n  
Than all her kin, their grief to smother,  
Debated how to get another.202 
 

Charlotte’s death came at a time when the popularity of the House of Hanover was very 

low, and her death spawned fears that the crown would fall into foreign hands. One writer 

went so far as to suggest that the Bonapartes might somehow ascend the British throne. 

With these rumors and the unpopularity of the Hanovers in mind, it is perhaps no surprise 

how quickly the Prince Regent set about securing an heir for the throne.  

 Yet another scandal hovered over the death of Princess Charlotte. Sir Richard 

Croft, the physician who attended Charlotte’s birth, was largely blamed for her death. 

Although the royal family absolved Croft of any wrongdoing, he was frequently 

criticized in the press for having caused Charlotte’s death. Croft fell into a deep 

melancholy from which he never recovered. Three months after Charlotte’s death, while 

                                                 
     200. Pinch, 189.  
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tending to the delivery of another socially prominent woman, Croft shot himself.203 Croft 

exemplified the Romantic attitude towards death because he displayed an excess of 

feeling that resulted in suicide. Some considered Croft to be Charlotte’s sincerest 

mourner.   

The widespread expression of grief that occurred after Princess Charlotte’s death 

calls to mind a modern figure, that of Princess Diana of Wales. After the shocking and 

violent death of Princess Diana the public flocked to Kensington Palace, which became a 

major tourist attraction. Just as Charlotte’s death was covered extensively by the media, 

so too was Diana’s. In the latter’s case, the media covered the fatal crash itself, the cause 

of the accident, as well as the public’s emotional response to Diana’s death. The funeral 

was televised live and generated the largest live audience to date in 1997.204 The 

comparison shows how the cult of celebrity surrounding royalty has continued to develop 

in part due to the advances of technology. Diana was buried on a private island within the 

grounds of her family home at Althorp Park and is only accessible to members of her 

family. The strange similarities between the deaths of Charlotte and Diana, along with the 

extreme reaction from the public, show that the cult of celebrity surrounding British 

royalty has only grown stronger and more invasive.  

 

Conclusions 

In all it appears that throughout Charlotte’s life, she was both idolized and 

idealized in part due to the unpopularity of the rest of the royal family. She was once 

                                                 
     203. Pinch, 187.  
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described as, “a Princess who was beloved for every estimable virtue which could endear 

her to the British People,” who “possessed a mind influenced by more than feminine 

firmness, and a heart which had abundantly profited by the instruction of her early 

youth,” and in part because “warmth and openness of heart marked her conduct thro’ 

life”.205 Charlotte’s death challenged the division of social life between private feminine 

and public masculine spheres by making it possible to imagine an authoritative female 

public virtue.206  

Princess Charlotte’s monument, while visually moving and provocative, is more 

or less a confusing array of different motifs. The monument seems to derive mostly from 

Romantic ideas about death and the afterlife, while referencing the Virgin Mary and 

classical goddesses at the same time. However, it does convey a sense of sorrow that 

leads into a feeling of calm and relief. The tomb monument also served as a place where 

her family, and later members of the public, could mourn and remember Charlotte.  

The continuing admiration for Princess Charlotte even after death can be seen on 

her memorial triptych (Figure 82). The sculpture was commissioned by Queen Victoria to 

honor both Charlotte and Leopold even though she was born after Charlotte died. On the 

left section she is shown on her deathbed with Leopold at her side and an angel at the foot 

of the bed. Her soul is shown ascending to heaven in low relief. In the center, Charlotte 

and Leopold are shown as a young couple. Charlotte is shown giving alms to the poor 

while Leopold looks on. This monument shows how the myth surrounding Charlotte 

remained in the imaginations of the public long after her death. The personality projected 
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onto Charlotte by the public outlasted what her true personality may have been. What is 

most important is that Charlotte’s sudden and tragic death as well as the public’s disdain 

for her family caused such a shocking and significant tomb monument to be built.  
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
 

 
Figure 1. Matthew Cotes Wyatt. Tomb Monument of Princess Charlotte Augusta of 
Wales, 1826. Marble. St. George’s Chapel, Windsor.  
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Figure 2. Unknown. Tomb Slab of Adelaide of Maurienne, 1154. Limestone. Saint-
Pierre-de-Monmartre, Paris.   
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Unknown. Tomb of Mary of Burgundy, 16th century. Gilt bronze. Notre Dame, 
Bruges.  
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Figure 4. Detail of Family Tree.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Detail of Effigy.  
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Figure 6. Detail of the lateral face of the north side of tomb, which depicts the lineage of 
Agnes of Burgundy. 
 

 
Figure 7. Detail of the lateral face of the north side of the tomb, which depicts the lineage 
of Charles of Bourbon.  
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Figure 8. Unknown. Tomb monument of Ralph Neville, Earl of Westmorland and his 
Wife, late 15th century. Brancepeth, Durham.  

 
Figure 9. Detail of the effigy on the Neville monument. 
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Figure 10. Unknown. Tomb monument of Ralph and Katherine Greene, early 15th 
century. Lowick, Northamptonshire.  

 
Figure 11. Detail of Greene monument.  
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Figure 12. Unknown. Constancia and son St. Leonard’s chuch, Derbyshire.  
 

 
Figure 13. Unknown. Triple effigy of two Countesses von Weilnau and Gretchlein. Late 
1360s. Hessen, Dorfkirche at Unterreichenbach. 
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Figure 14. Unknown. Effigy of Agnes von Dienheim, 1518. Kirche Unserer Lieben Frau, 
Oberwesel am Rhein. 
 

 
Figure 15. Sarcophagus lid of Dona Blanca, front. Najera, Santa Maria la Real 
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Figure 16. Sarcophagus of Dona Blanca, back 
 

 
Figure 17. Sarcophagus of Dona Blanca, detail of front: Deathbed and Eidolon 
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Figure 18. Sarcophagus of Dona Blanca, detail of front: Sancho's Lament 
 
 

 
Figure 19. Unknown.Tomb of Alexander and Anne Denton, 1570. Hereford Cathedral, 
Hereford. 
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Figure 20. Detail Denton tomb 
  

 
Figure 21. Detail of infant on Denton tomb monument.  
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Figure 22. Nicholas Stone. Monument of Arthur and Elizabeth Coke,1634. Marble. 
Bramfield, Suffolk. 

 
Figure 23. Detail of Elizabeth Coke and infant 
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Figure 24. Detail of Elizabeth Coke and infant.  
 

 
Figure 25.Tomb of William, Giles, and Catherine Savage, 1631. Marble. Elmley Castle, 
Worcestershire.  
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Figure 26. Detail of Savage Tomb 
 

 
Figure 27. 
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Figure 28. Unknown. Tomb of Elizabeth Williams, 1622. Gloucester Cathedral, 
Gloucester. 
 

 
Figure 29. Detail of Elizabeth Williams and infant 
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 Figure 30. Tomb Monument of Lady Margaret Legh. 1605. All Saints, Fulham.  
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Figure 31. John Souch. Sir Thomas Aston at the Deathbed of his Wife, 1635. Oil on 
canvas, 203.2 x 215.1 cm. City of Manchester Art Galleries, Manchester.  
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Figure 32. John Flaxman. Monument to Sarah Morley, 1785. Gloucester Cathedral, 
Gloucester.   
 

 
Figure 33. Detail of Morley Monument.  
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Figure 34. Detail of Morley Monument.  
 

 
Figure 35. Detail of Morley Monument 
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Figure 36. Piero della Francesca. Portraits of Frederico da Montefeltro and Battista 
Sforza (reverse side), 1465-66. Tempera on panel, 47 x 33 cm (each). Uffizi Gallery, 
Florence.  
 

 
Figure 37. Louis Francois Roubiliac. Monument to Joseph and Elizabeth Nightingale, 
1761. Marble. Westminster Abbey, London.  
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Figure 38. Detail of Nightingale Monument 
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Figure 39. Joseph Nollekens. Monument of Maria Howard, 1803. Marble. Wetherall, 
Cumberland.  
 

 
Figure 40. Detail of Howard Monument. 
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Figure 41. Detail of Howard Monument.  

 
Figure 42. Sir Richard Westmacott. Monument to Elizabeth Wilmot, 1818. Marble. 
Berkswell, Warwickshire.  
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Figure 43. Detail of Wilmot Monument 
 
 

 
Figure 44. Francis Chantrey. Monument to Margaret Johnstone, 1819. Marble. Hackness 
Church, Yorkshire.  
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Figure 45. Francis Chantrey. Monument to Lady Frederica Stanhope, 1827. Marble. 
Chevening, Kent.  
 

 
Figure 46. Detail of Stanhope Monument  
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Figure 47. Matthew Cotes Wyatt. Tomb Monument of Princess Charlotte Augusta of 
Wales, 1826. Marble. St. George’s Chapel, Windsor. 
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Figure 48. Matthew Cotes Wyatt. Tomb Monument of Princess Charlotte Augusta of 
Wales, 1826. Marble. St. George’s Chapel, Windsor. 
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Figure 49. Frontal view of Charlotte Monument  

 
Figure 50. Detail of Charlotte Monument  
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Figure 51. Detail of Charlotte Monument. 
 

 
Figure 52. Detail of Charlotte Monument. 
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Figure 53. Circle of Jacques-Louis David. Portrait of a Young Woman in White, 1798. 
Oil on canvas, 125.5 x 95 cm. National Gallery of Art, Washington. 
 

 
Figure 54. Jacques-Louis David. Portrait of Madame Recamier, 1800. Oil on canvas, 174 
x  88.5cm. Musée du Louvre, Paris.  
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Figure 55. Leonardo da Vinci. Madonna Litta, 1490-91. Tempura on canvas, transferred 
from panel, 42 x 32 cm. The Hermitage, St. Petersburg. 
 

 
Figure 56. Eugene Delacroix. Liberty Leading the People, 1830. oil on canvas oil on 
canvas 260 x 325cm. Musée du Louvre, Paris. 
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Figure 57. After Titian. The Toilet of Venus, 1555. Oil on canvas, 94.3 x 73.8 cm. 
Courtland Institute Gallery, London. 

 
Figure 58. Antonio Canova. Pauline Bonaparte Borghese as Venus Victrix, 1808. White 
marble, 160 x 192cm. Galleria Borghese, Rome.  
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Figure 59. Bartolomé Esteban Murillo. The Walpole Immaculate Conception, 1680. Oil 
on canvas, 195 x 145 cm. The Hermitage, St. Petersburg. 
 

 
Figure 60. Egid Quirin Asam. Assumption of the Virgin, 1717-1725. Marble and stucco. 
Pilgrimage-church, Rohr, Bavaria.  
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Figure 61. Detail of Assumption of the Virgin.  
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Figure 62. Donatello and Michelozzo. Tomb of Cardinal Rainaldo Brancacci, 1426-1428. 
Marble, 11.5 x 4.60 m. Sant’Angelo a Nilo, Naples.   
 

 
Figure 63. Donatello. Assumption of the Virgin Relief, 1426-8. Marble. Sant’Angelo a 
Nilo, Naples.   
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Figure 64. Titian. Assumption of the Virgin, 1516-1518. Oil on panel, 270 x 140 cm. 
Basilica di Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari, Venice.  
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Figure 65. Peter Hollins. Monument to Georgina, Countess of Bradford, 1847. Marble. 
Staffordshire. 
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Figure 66. J. Kennerly after W.M. Craig. “Britannia’s Hope, Her Love And Now Her 
Grief” 1817. 
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Figure 67. Peter Rouw the Younger. Wax Relief of Princess Charlotte of Wales, 1818. 
Wax. Victoria and Albert Museum, London.  
 

 
Figure 68. George Dawes. Princess Charlotte Augusta of Wales (1796–1817), 1817. Oil 
on canvas, 139 cm x 109 cm. British Government Art Collection, London.   
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Figure 69. Maximillian Colt. Effigy of Queen Elizabeth I, 1603. Marble. Westminster 
Abbey, London.  
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 Figure 70. Joseph Nollekens. Monument to Earl Spencer, late eighteenth century. 
Marble. Great Brington, Northamptonshire.  
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Figure 71. Joseph Nollekens. Monument to the Marquis of Rockingham, late eighteenth 
century. Marble. Rockingham Mausoleum, Wentworth. 
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Figure 72. Francis Chantrey. Monument to the Earl of Malmesbury, 1822. Salisbury 
Cathedral, Salisbury.  
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Figure 73. Antonio and Giovanni Giusti. Tomb of Louis XII and Anne de Bretagne, 
1515-1531. Marble. Abbey of Saint Denis, Paris.  
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Figure 74. T. Burman. Tomb Monument of Lady Bolles, 1668. All Saints Church, 
Ledsham, Yorkshire,  
 

 
Figure 75. Detail of monument to Lady Bolles  
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Figure 76. Raphael. The Sistine Madonna, 1513-1514. Oil on canvas, 270 x 201cm. 
Gemäldegalerie, Dresden.  
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Figure 77. Edward Marshall. Tomb Monument to Alice, Duchess of Dudley and Alicia, 
1668. Marble. Stoneleigh, Warwickshire.  
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Figure 78. T. Sutherland after R.B. David. Funeral Procession of H.R.H. Princess 
Charlotte of Wales 1817, 1818. print  
 

 
Figure 79. Thomas Sutherland. The Funeral Ceremony of Her Royal Highness the 
Princess Charlotte of Wales and Saxe Coburg, 1818. Lithograph.  
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Figure 80. Commemorative Medal Depicting Princess Charlotte of Wales. 1817-1818.  
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Figure 81. Lieutenant R.P. Read. Apotheosis of Her Royal Highness the Princess 
Charlotte Augusta, 1818. Print.  
 

 
Figure 82. F. J. Williamson. Monument to Leopold and Charlotte, 1880. Marble. St 
George’s Church, Esher.  
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